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GRADE 5
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WK
1.

2

TOPIC/
SUB-TOPIC
NATIONAL
DIAGNOSTIC
ASSESSMENT

2

Word Analysis
Standard: 3.7
Caring for the
Elderly

2

Oral Reading
Standard:2.9
Shared Reading

Oral Reading
Standard:2.14

GENERAL
OBJECTIVES
For pupils to
participate in
diagnostic
literacy
evaluation
For pupils to
know how to
segment
sounds in
printed words

GRADE FIVE – LITERACY STUDIES/ READING
CONTENT
ACTIVITIES
Ministry of Education / NCERD Literacy
Unit Diagnostic Test

Unit: Caring for the Elderly
decision, tiring, happy, unpleasant, caring,
people, slowly, heavy, stiff, however,
towards, silk, shade, surprise, loudly,
burden, bicycle, returned, continued,
suddenly

For pupils to
read literature
to understand
places, people,
events and
vocabulary.

Unit: Caring for the Elderly

For pupils to
read fluently

Unit: Caring for the Elderly

When Saturday came, Josh was not happy
….
on his bicycle and returned home.

1

Listening to instructions.
Completing work sheet.

RESOURCES EVALUATION
STRATEGY
Work sheet Oral and
/ booklet.
Written Test

2

2

2

Guided Reading with
expression any
appropriate
grade level
text.
Oral Reading
For pupils to
Standard:2.14
read fluently
Independent
with
Reading
expression any
appropriate
grade level
text.
Small Group
For pupils to
Standard: 4.5
understand
Comprehension and recognize
facts and
details

Small Group
For pupils to
Standard: 4.16 link and relate
Comprehension story
information to
real life
experiences

GRADE FIVE – LITERACY STUDIES/ READING
When Saturday came, Josh was not happy
….
on his bicycle and returned home.
Unit: Caring for the Elderly
When Saturday came, Josh was not happy
……
on his bicycle and returned home.
Unit: Caring for the Elderly
When Saturday came, Josh was not happy
…..
on his bicycle and returned home.

Unit: Caring for the Elderly
When Saturday came, Josh was not happy
………
on his bicycle and returned home

2

2

Small Group
For pupils to
Standard: 4.15 use context
Comprehension clues to
understand
text

GRADE FIVE – LITERACY STUDIES/ READING
Context Clues A context clue helps the
reader to find the meaning of unfamiliar
word. Context clues are hints that an
author gives to help define a difficult or
unusual word. The clue may appear within
the same sentence as the word to which it
refers, or it may follow in a preceding
sentence.
Unfamiliar words

WK
3

TOPIC/
SUB-TOPIC
Word
Analysis
Standard:
6.11
Research

GENERAL
OBJECTIVES
For pupils to
develop the
habit to
research and
know the
origin of given
words

GRADE FIVE – LITERACY STUDIES/ READING
CONTENT
ACTIVITIES
Word List:
decision, tiring, happy, unpleasant, caring,
people, slowly, heavy, stiff, however,
towards, silk, shade, surprise, loudly,
burden, bicycle, returned, continued,
suddenly

3

Reading words in isolation
from cards
Researching origin of word
on internet
Writing and discussing
word origin
Comparing meaning of
word origin with its
present meaning
Noting changes if any
Giving reasons for changes
if any
Comparing spelling of
origin to present spelling
Creating a word origin
scrap book

RESOURCES EVALUATION
STRATEGY
Word list
Project
Dictionary
Internet

3

Oral Reading
Standard:2.14
Guided
Reading

For pupils to
read fluently
with
expression
any
appropriate
grade level
text.

3

Oral Reading
Standard:2.14
Independent
Reading

For pupils to
read fluently
with
expression
any
appropriate
grade level
text.

3

Small Group

For pupils to
use pre-

GRADE FIVE – LITERACY STUDIES/ READING
Scanning text for difficult
Unit: Caring for the Elderly
words
When Saturday came, Josh was not happy
Identifying, enunciating
…
and discussing these
difficult words.
on his bicycle and returned home.
Listening to teacher
reading text
Reading along with teacher
Reading text together
Group reading of text
Listing challenging words
encountered in text
Researching and decoding
the meaning of challenge
words
Creating a word wall using
challenge words
Reviewing list of
Unit: Caring for the Elderly
challenged words from
When Saturday came, Josh was not happy
text and their
interpretation
…
Reading text
on his bicycle and returned home.
Discussing text read with a
partner
Identifying the conflict of
emotions by the two
characters in text
Scenario
Reading composition
scenario
4

Fun with
Language
Bk 5 pg. 2-3

Group
presentation

Fun with
Language
Bk 5 pg. 2-3

Individual
Assignment

Internet

Oral work

Standard:
5.35
Composition

3

Small Group
Standard:
5.48
Composition

writing
strategies to
generate and
organize
ideas.

For pupils to
develop the
habit of
revising and
redrafting
their own
writing and
checks for

GRADE FIVE – LITERACY STUDIES/ READING
Your parents went overseas and left you
Identifying and discussing
with your grandfather. Write a composition key words in scenario
telling about your experience. Give your
Reading and researching
composition a title.
information about family
tree and the relationship
of family members
Rechecking information
scenario requires
Selecting key information
researched or shared
about family
Listing the information
Categorizing information
listed in order of
importance and connected
Reading and linking
information listed in
sequential order
Creating a graphic
organizer using
information checked
Scenario
Your parents went overseas and left you
with your grandfather. Write a composition
telling about your experience. Give your
composition a title.

5

Viewing video of the role
of the editor
Discussing with role play
the editor’s chair
Engaging in Guided writing
practice of the editor’s
chair
Discussing the
observations

Family
pictures
Resource
person
Graphic
organizer

Group
Assignment

Editing card
Rubric
Dictionary

Independent
work
Project
Conferencing

accuracy of
spelling

3

Word
Analysis
Standard:
3.33

For pupils to
show a
growing
awareness of
word families
and their
relationship.

3

Word
Analysis
Standard 3.27
& 3.33

For pupils to
apply rules of
syllabication
to identify
words with
multiple
syllables
For pupils to
show
awareness of

GRADE FIVE – LITERACY STUDIES/ READING
Discussing and reviewing
rubric and its areas of
scrutiny
Rereading revised draft
Using rubric to check draft
for corrections to
punctuation, spelling,
organization and ideas
Engaging in the role of
editor
Editing writing
Families: Four, five and six letter words
Pronouncing word
beginning with blendsIdentifying the root word
in word
Using endings and prefixes
to form words that has its
root in the root word
Enunciating words which
are related
Syllabication:
A syllable is an individual sound heard in
words.
Such individual sound is usually formed as a
result of a consonant and a vowel.
Word list
Word families
Some words are related since these are of
the same base/ root
- s, ed, ing, ion
- s, ed, ing
6

Listening to words being
enunciated by teacher.
Using the MOY strategy to
engage learners in
enunciation exercise
Listening and stating the
number of sounds heard in
words.
Discussing the name for
these different sounds.

Word list

Individual
Assignment

Fun with
Language
Bk pg.
Rainbow
Readers
Bk4 pg.

Game
Individual
Assignment

word families
and their
relationship

WK
4

TOPIC/
SUB-TOPIC
Word
Analysis
Standard:
6.12

GENERAL
OBJECTIVES
For pupils to
look at words
critically and
conducts
research on

GRADE FIVE – LITERACY STUDIES/ READING
- s, ed, ing, ion, or
Syllabicating their names
- s, ed, ing, ion
and those of family
- s, ed, ing
members.
- s, ed, ation
Completing given exercises
to syllabicate given words.
Matching number of
syllables in words with
words.
Identifying base / root
word in list of given words.
Syllabicating each word.
Discussing and listing
different word endings
Separating word from its
endings.
Noting how a variety of
word endings can be
applied to the same word /
base/ root.
Discussing its changed
structure / implications.

GRADE FIVE – LITERACY STUDIES/ READING
CONTENT
ACTIVITIES
Unit: Non- Violence

Scanning words in given text
Identifying unfamiliar words
Scrutinizing word structure for
letters, syllables, root word etc

Unfamiliar words

7

RESOURCES

EVALUATION
STRATEGY
Rainbow
Group
Readers Bk 4 Assignment
pg.
Paired Task

unfamiliar
words,

4

Small Group
Standard:6.7

For pupils to
understand the
purpose of
reference
materials

GRADE FIVE – LITERACY STUDIES/ READING
Using known knowledge of what is
familiar after scanning of word is
done
Reading sentence in which word is
located
Interpreting the gist of sentence
Using this interpretation to arrive at
meaning of word
Reference materials Reference
materials are an important source
of getting important and new
ideas.

8

Naming and examining different
types of reference materials
Noting features of each type
examined
Comparing and contrasting features
of reference materials examined
Listing other reference materials
found in a library
Preparing a class reference book of
concepts done

Dictionary
Exhibition
Library
Project
Almanac
Quiz
Class log
Timetable
Atlas
Encyclopedia
Directory
Textbooks
Register

GRADE FIVE – LITERACY STUDIES/ READING

4

Small Group
Standard:
6.3

For pupils to
Unit Non- violence
record
information in
a variety of
formats such as
logs, journals,
tables, charts
and graphic
organizer

Viewing different types of recording
formats
Naming and discussing the formats
Examining and decoding
information presented on format
used
Noting how the information is
presented
Reading information presented on
formats
Studying information given
Choosing the appropriate format to
present information
9

Formats
Sample
format with
data
Core
subjects text
showing a
variety of
formats with
data

Project
Individual
Assignment

4

Small Group
Standard:
6.5

For pupils to
find / locate
information
from grade
level reference
materials

4

Small Group
Standard
4.11
Research

For pupils to
understand
who, what,
how, when and

GRADE FIVE – LITERACY STUDIES/ READING
Presenting information on format
which is most suitable
Investigating the term ‘reference
materials’
Defining and naming reference
materials
Examining reference materials for
grade level
Reading list of information
Discussing the contents of the list of
information
Identifying which reference material
is appropriate to locate specific
information
Demonstrating how to look for the
information and how to use the
particular reference material

Unit Non- Violence
Everyone from the village liked
Jason
…………………………………………….
…………………………………………..

Listening to short story being read.
Recapping events and characters in
story
Outlining what the characters did
and their feelings
10

Textbooks
Dictionary
Atlas
Encyclopedia
Smart
Phones
Library

Project
Individual
Assignment
Research

Rainbow
Display
Readers Bk 4
pg. 42-43
Word cards
W’s Chart

where
questions
about stories
read or read
aloud by the
teacher.

6

Small Group
Standard:4.5

For pupils to
recognize and
relate facts and
details

GRADE FIVE – LITERACY STUDIES/ READING
After a while Mrs. Hinds left.
Role playing the scenes of a
character of their choice
Recapping short story about nonviolence
Mapping key events and happenings
in story using a story map
Using the ‘w’s’ words to construct
questions on each event /
happenings in story
Reading and correcting constructed
questions
Asking and answering questions
constructed.

Unit : Non- Violence

Defining the term fact and detail.
Reading and discussing chart
showing fact and details
Listening to story being read and
identify the facts in story
rereading story and locating details
that supports the fact
Perusing Science, Social Studies and
Moths information.
Identifying the facts and details in
each
11

Rainbow
Reader Bk 4
pg.
Core
Subjects
Text Book

Group
Assignment

WK
5

TOPIC/
SUB-TOPIC
Small Group
Standard:
5.37
Composition

5

Small Group
Standard:
5.48

GENERAL
OBJECTIVES
For pupils to
create
paragraph to
include a topic
sentence,
supporting
details and
concluding
sentence

For pupils to
develop the
habit of
revising and

GRADE FIVE – LITERACY STUDIES/ READING
CONTENT
ACTIVITIES
Scenario
It was observed that children at
your school are involved in violent
behaviours. Write a composition
advising them about the effects of
these kinds of behaviours.

Scenario
It was observed that children at
your school are involved in violent
12

RESOURCES

Demonstrate Shared Writing process
Discussing each step in the process
Examining and discussing a model
draft
Noting features of essential aspects
in a model draft
Reviewing ideas and proposing topic
sentence
Rechecking sequenced ideas
proposed
Editing proposed topic sentence for
each idea using a questioning
approach
Writing draft using topic sentence
and details discussed
Reading and examining draft

Graphic
Organizer

Viewing video of the role of the
editor
Discussing with role play the editor’s
chair

Editing card
Rubric
Dictionary

EVALUATION
STRATEGY
Written work

Independent
work
Project
Conferencing

Composition

redrafting their
own writing
and checks for
accuracy of
spelling

5

Word
Analysis
Standard:
6.12

For pupils to
look at words
critically and
conducts
research on
unfamiliar
words,

5

Small Group
Standard:
6.21

For pupils to
read and
research
material for
games,
adventures etc.

GRADE FIVE – LITERACY STUDIES/ READING
behaviours. Write a composition
Engaging in Guided writing practice
advising them about the effects of of the editor’s chair
these kinds of behaviours..
Discussing the observations
Discussing and reviewing rubric and
its areas of scrutiny
Rereading revised draft
Using rubric to check draft for
corrections to punctuation, spelling,
organization and ideas
Engaging in the role of editor
Editing writing
Unit:
Scanning words in given text
Identifying unfamiliar words
Unfamiliar words
Scrutinizing word structure for
letters, syllables, root word etc.
Using known knowledge of what is
familiar after scanning of word is
done
Reading sentence in which word is
located
Interpreting the gist of sentence
Using this interpretation to arrive at
meaning of word
Researching concept information to
be reviewed
Listing the main information and key
words
Examining samples of game format
e.g board, dice, cards etc.
13

Rainbow
Readers Bk
4 pg.

Group
Assignment
Paired Task

cardboard
internet
crayon
pencil
markers
etc.

Game

GRADE FIVE – LITERACY STUDIES/ READING
Choosing an appropriate format

5

Oral Reading
Standard:

WK
6

TOPIC/
SUB-TOPIC
Oral Reading
Standard:
Guided
Reading

Designing game using chosen format
Collecting materials to make game
Drafting game
Editing and correcting draft
Revising and completing game
Writing instructions to play game
Conducting a presentation on what
game is about and how it is played
Demonstrating the game.
Listening to teacher read different
material.

For pupils to
demonstrate
the capacity to
read with
correct volume,
pitch and clear
enunciation.

GENERAL
OBJECTIVES
For pupils to
read literature
to understand
places, people,

Reading as class, then individually.

Fun With
Language
Bk
Pp 38 – 39.

Practicing to read, noting
punctuation marks.

Newspapers
magazines

GRADE FIVE – LITERACY STUDIES/ READING
CONTENT
ACTIVITIES
Unit: Blue Heron
Breathless, Maggie reached her
rock
…
Her hand froze
14

Sharing the purpose for reading
with learners.
Mount list of challenging vocabulary
and discuss same
Scan the text and its pictures if any.

Oral
exercises

RESOURCES EVALUATION
STRATEGY
Rainbow
Group task
Readers Bk
4 pg.

events and
vocabulary

6

Oral Reading
Standard
4.19
Paired
Reading

For pupils to
become read
fluently.

GRADE FIVE – LITERACY STUDIES/ READING
Making predictions about what the
text is about.
Highlight fine points that both
learners and teacher should use /
engage in so that reading and
understanding would take place.
Read text modelling tone posture,
mood, enunciation etc. for learners
to model
Discuss briefly what they noted and
learnt while reading was done.
Remind them to model the said
features while reading.
Divide them in groups.
Posing questions to each group
before group reading.
Allowing for members in group to
take turns reading while the others
listen.
Encouraging group members to
listen to answers to questions while
others are reading.
Allowing for the listening group to
critique the reading group.
Unit: Blue Heron
Identifying challenged words in text
Breathless, Maggie reached her
Decoding challenged words
rock………………
Researching meaning of challenged
……………………………………………..
words in isolation and in context
………………………………………………
Reading parts of story to each other.
Her hand froze
Correcting each other enunciation
Sharing information gleaned from
parts read and listened to.
15

Rainbow
Readers bk
4
Pg. 46-49

Games
Project

GRADE FIVE – LITERACY STUDIES/ READING
Combining key parts of story read to
create short summary using
illustrations or write up
6

Word
Analysis
Standard:2.3
Phonemic
Awareness

For pupils to
participate in
rhymes, chants
and songs

Listening to alliteration
Identifying repeated sound heard in
alliteration
Imitating the sound heard
Repeating words of alliteration
Identifying the sound heard in
alliteration in target words
Identifying the position in which
sound is heard
Creating their own alliteration using
words that has this same sound

16

Alliteration
Pictures of
objects /
things
having this
sound in its
name

Oral

WK
7

7

TOPIC/
SUB-TOPIC
Small Group
Standard: 4.30

Small Group
Standard: 4.32

GENERAL
OBJECTIVES
For pupils to
show an
awareness that
word can
change in use
and meaning

For pupils to
recognize and
use those clues
in a text which
helps the
reader predict
an event

GRADE FIVE – LITERACY STUDIES/ READING
CONTENT
ACTIVITIES
Unit: The Hare and the Hyena

Unit: The Hare and the Hyena

17

Reading list of target words
Pronouncing list of target words
Reading target words in sentences
Discussing the meaning of target
words as used in sentences
Writing words
Researching the meaning of word
in dictionary
making sentences using another
meaning of word from dictionary
Reading new sentences
Comparing the use of word in
both sentences
Noting the difference in the
meaning
Discussing the prediction chart
Participating in prediction
Noting and observing teacher walk
through prediction demonstration
Asking and answering questions
based on what was observed.
Engaging in demonstration of
prediction activities before, during
and after reading
Reading story and predicting on
event

RESOURCES
Dictionary
Rainbow
Reader Bk.
pg.

Chart
Rainbow
Readers Bk
4 pg.

EVALUATION
STRATEGY
Written
Assignment
Oral work

Practical
work

GRADE FIVE – LITERACY STUDIES/ READING
Unit: The Hare and the Hyena
Reviewing what are stories and
what are poems
Listening to and reciting a short
poem and a story
Reading poem and identifying its
features
Reading short story and
identifying its features
Comparing features of both poem
and short story
Noting similarities and differences
Sharing their views for it being
similar and different.

7

Small Group
Standard:
4.29

Makes
comparison
between
stories and
poems and
offers
justification for
personal
experience.

7

Small Group
Standard: 4.17

For pupils to
Unit: The Hare and the Hyena
connect life to
text and text to
life experiences
in stories read
independently
18

Reading and discussing story read
Linking story read to their own
experiences
Sharing their experiences that
deal with story issues (Conflict,
setting, character, events etc)

Rainbow
Readers Bk.
4 pg.

Project

Rainbow
Readers Bk
4 pg.
Chart

Written work
Oral
Expression

GRADE FIVE – LITERACY STUDIES/ READING
Giving reasons why it is similar.
Sharing how their experiences
differ from what was read about

7

Small Group
Standard: 5.35
Composition

For pupils to
use pre-writing
strategies to
generate and
organize ideas.

Scenario
You are your school’s champion
athlete. Write a composition to
tell your readers about how you
train as an athlete. In your
composition, be sure to express
your feelings about being an
athlete.

19

Reading composition scenario
Identifying and discussing key
words in scenario
Reading and researching
information about family tree and
the relationship of family
members
Rechecking information scenario
requires
Selecting key information
researched or shared about family
Listing the information
Categorizing information listed in
order of importance and
connected
Reading and linking information
listed in sequential order
Creating a graphic organizer using
information checked

Internet
Family
pictures
Resource
person
Graphic
organizer

Oral work
Group
Assignment

7

Small Group
Standard: 5.35
Composition

7

Small Group
Standard: 5.37
Composition

For pupils to
demonstrates
literal
understanding
of topic

For pupils to
create
paragraph to
include a topic
sentence,
supporting
details and
concluding
sentence

GRADE FIVE – LITERACY STUDIES/ READING
Scenario
Reviewing scenario
You are your school’s champion
Noting key words in scenario
athlete. Write a composition to
Identifying the statement in
tell your readers about how you scenario and the task
train as an athlete. In your
Differentiating the statement from
composition, be sure to express
the task in scenario
your feelings about being an
Explaining what the task requires /
athlete.
is asking
Discussing the task request
Listing key words necessary to use
in sentences when answering the
task request
Collecting and sorting ideas
brainstormed
Creating main / topic sentence for
each of the different idea targeted
to answer the task
Scenario
Demonstrate Shared Writing
You are your school’s champion
process
athlete. Write a composition to
Discussing each step in the
tell your readers about how you process
train as an athlete. In your
Examining and discussing a model
composition, be sure to express
draft
your feelings about being an
Noting features of essential
athlete.
aspects in a model draft
Reviewing ideas and proposing
topic sentence
Rechecking sequenced ideas
proposed
Editing proposed topic sentence
for each idea using a questioning
approach
20

Scenario
List of key
words

Group
Assignment

Graphic
Organizer

Written work

GRADE FIVE – LITERACY STUDIES/ READING
Writing draft using topic sentence
and details discussed
Reading and examining draft

7

Small Group
Standard: 5.48
Composition

For pupils to
develop the
habit of
revising and
redrafting their
own writing
and checks for
accuracy of
spelling

Scenario
You are your school’s champion
athlete. Write a composition to
tell your readers about how you
train as an athlete. In your
composition, be sure to express
your feelings about being an
athlete.

21

Viewing video of the role of the
editor
Discussing with role play the
editor’s chair
Engaging in Guided writing
practice of the editor’s chair
Discussing the observations
Discussing and reviewing rubric
and its areas of scrutiny
Rereading revised draft
Using rubric to check draft for
corrections to punctuation,
spelling, organization and ideas
Engaging in the role of editor
Editing writing

Editing card
Rubric
Dictionary

Independent
work
Project
Conferencing

7

Small Group
Standard: 5.48
Composition

9

Word Analysis
Standard

For pupils to
develop the
habit of
revising and
redrafting their
own writing
and checks for
accuracy of
spelling

For pupils to
classify items
to a given
category

GRADE FIVE – LITERACY STUDIES/ READING
Scenario
Viewing video of the role of the
You are your school’s champion
editor
athlete. Write a composition to
Discussing with role play the
tell your readers about how you editor’s chair
train as an athlete. In your
Engaging in Guided writing
composition, be sure to express
practice of the editor’s chair
your feelings about being an
Discussing the observations
athlete.
Discussing and reviewing rubric
and its areas of scrutiny
Rereading revised draft
Using rubric to check draft for
corrections to punctuation,
spelling, organization and ideas
Engaging in the role of editor
Editing writing
Words associated with ‘FLYING’
Words Meaning and Function as
used.

For pupils to
segment sound
in printed
words
For pupils to
demonstrate
use of newly
taught words

22

Viewing picture/ video of people
shopping
Discussing what is implied / seen in
pictures / video
Setting up a market scene and role
playing people shopping.
Discussing what happens in role play
Compare and contrast role play
scene with ones in picture / video.
Noting the differences and stating
reasons for it.
Listing the similarities
Listing words associated with
shopping as seen in picture / video
and role play.

Editing card
Rubric
Dictionary

Independent
work
Project
Conferencing

Rainbow
Readers
Book 4 pg.

Group Task

9

Word Analysis
Standard: 3.36
Inflectional
Ending

For pupils to
recognize
words with
inflectional
endings

GRADE FIVE – LITERACY STUDIES/ READING
Discussing this list of words in
relation to its meaning and reason
for its action
Locating unit in texts based on
shopping
Scrutinizing text from the various
books for list of words previously
made.
Listing and discussing other words
noted in the varied books.
Reading words in isolation and in
sentences.
making simple sentences using words
from word list
Unit:
Locating the term ‘inflection’ in
Inflectional Endings
dictionary
Discussing its meaning
Reading list of target words
Reviewing what are root words
Noting the root word in target words
Separating the root word from the
other part of word
Listing the suffix / inflectional ending
found in word
Investigating the meaning of the
suffix/ inflection and how it functions
to change word
Noting word meaning with and
without inflectional ending
23

Fun with
Language
Bk 5 pg.
Rainbow
Readers Bk
pg.

Portfolio

9

Oral Reading
Standard:
Silent Reading

For pupils to
demonstrate
how to focus
on
comprehension
while reading
silently.

GRADE FIVE – LITERACY STUDIES/ READING
Reading sentences with and without
the ending and discussing how the
meaning of sentence is or is not
affected
Creating a scrapbook of inflectional
endings done and how it operates.
Silent reading provides an
During reading, focus on
opportunity for students to
comprehension strategies such as
focus on comprehension and
visualizing, predicting, etc.
not the performance of reading
aloud.

Fun With
Language
Bk
Pp 38 – 39.
Newspapers
magazines

24

Oral
exercises

9

Standard:
4.35
Recreational
Reading

WK TOPIC/
SUB-TOPIC
10 Standard:
3.7
Word Study

GRADE FIVE – LITERACY STUDIES/ READING
For pupils to
Recreational reading provides
Visiting the school/public library to
show increased information and pleasure from
select reading materials.
interest when
reading a variety of materials.
Introducing class to the materials
selecting
selected.
reading
Using free time to browse books.
materials.
Selecting books for one’s reading
level
Reading selected books
Reading Book Report Alternatives
Discussing these
Selecting an alternative of their
choice and completing the task
Sharing the completed task

GENERAL
OBJECTIVES
For pupils to
segment sound
in printed
words

Reading
materials
from school
library or
public
library.
Newspapers
Magazine
Story Books

GRADE FIVE – LITERACY STUDIES/ READING
CONTENT
ACTIVITIES

RESOURCES

The Garbage Collector
gazing, collector, garbage, immediately
galvanized, minute, emptied, dungaree edge,
reversed, slimy

word list
Fun with
Language Bk
5 pg.

25

Listening to
pronunciation of
words
Listening to words
being enunciated in
syllables
Sounding the syllables
in words
Clapping and tapping
to syllables heard
reading words in
sentences

Oral
exercises

EVALUATION
STRATEGY
Oral work

10

Standard 2.9
Shared
Reading

For pupils to
respond to
characters or
situation in a
story read.

10

Small Group

4.27 To enable
pupils to
demonstrate in
talking about
text, using
inference,
deduction and
previous
reading
experiences to
find and

GRADE FIVE – LITERACY STUDIES/ READING
completing
syllabicating exercises
The Garbage Collector
Preparing pupils for
David was gazing ……
text
…………………………….
Recounting new class
……………………………
experiences
……………………………
Scanning text for
at the back of the church
unfamiliar words /
terms
Discussing some
terms/ unfamiliar
words seen in text.
Listening to teacher
reading
Reading along with
teacher
Reading as a whole
class
Discussing characters
and situations read
about
The Garbage Collector
Group reading of text
Discussing key terms
What reason would you give for the men
and words in text
dumping the garbage on the land?
Analyzing/Interpreting
lines of text
containing key words
or terms
Exchanging and
sharing of views about
the lines interpreted
Inferring the writer’s
26

Fun with
Language Bk
5 pg.

Group
Assignment

Fun with
Language Bk
5 pg.

Oral
Assignment
Puzzle

11

Word Analysis

11

Reading

GRADE FIVE – LITERACY STUDIES/ READING
appreciate
message in each line
meanings
-Identifying the word
beyond the
or phrase which lead
literal
to the inference
drawn from reader
4.15 To
The Garbage Collector
Reading list of target
exclaimed, gracious, pleasantly, abattoir,
words.
cultivate the
incinerator, environmental, thought, hazard
Locating target words
habit of using
in passage
context clues
Reading sentence
to understand
containing target
text
words
Discussing the
meaning of the
sentence
-Identifying target
words in sentence
-Deducing how target
words contribute to
sentence meaning
Locating key
phrase/word/clue
that help to
interpret/understand
word meaning
-Locating key words in
poem and discussing
the meaning
1.39 To adapt a David exclaimed
Listening to modeled
…
reading of poem
positive
to the next street.
rhythmically
attitude to
27

Word List
Fun with
Language Bk
5 pg.

Oral Work

Fun with
Language Bk
5 pg.

Open
Discussion

11

Small Group

12

Word Analysis

listen and
respond to
poems read
aloud and
express
opinion
informed by
what has been
read
4.1& 4.14 For
pupils to
recognize that
print conveys
meaning.
For pupils to
understand
and interpret
text.
4.15 To
cultivate the
habit of using
context clues
to understand
text

GRADE FIVE – LITERACY STUDIES/ READING
Group reading of
poem rhythmically
Pair reading of poem
Peer/Pair reading of
idea formed from
reading of poem
Group reporting

Story outline
The Garbage Collector

Reading the passage. Fun with
Discussing the story
Language Bk
Re-telling the story.
5 pg.
Formulating questions
by each pupil.
Interpreting /
discussing each
question
Answering questions.

Oral
Assignment
Puzzle

A Folk Tale
argument, agreed, fetched, suggested,
plunged, tamarind, tricked, furious, refused,

Reading list of target
words.
Locating target words
in passage
Reading sentence
containing target
words
Discussing the
meaning of the
sentence
Identifying target
words in sentence

Oral Work

28

Fun with
Language Bk
5 pg.

12

Shared Reading 2.24 To
become
acquainted
with vary pace
and tone of
voice to
express
feelings or
represent
character or
mood read.

GRADE FIVE – LITERACY STUDIES/ READING
-Deducing how target
words contribute to
sentence meaning
Locating key
phrase/word/clue
that help to
interpret/understand
word meaning.
Locating key words in
poem and discussing
the meaning
A Folk Tale
Listening to teacher
Fun with
One day Brer Anancy
modelling of pace and Language Bk
…
tone of voice to
5 pg.
Brer Alligator’s pepperpot
express feelings or
represent character or
mood.
Imitating modelled
tone expressed by
voice
Analyzing the
character and tone
expressed by teacher
read text
Examining presented
text.
Identifying voice tone
to be used to convey
feelings, character
and mood.

29

Oral
Presentation

Public
Reading

GRADE FIVE – LITERACY STUDIES/ READING
Modelling of reading
of text to represent
tone
Discussing tone,
feelings and mood
that was used with
text.

12

Small Group

12

Standard
5.36
5.37
4.40
A Folk Tale

4.14 & 4.16
For pupils to
recognize that
print conveys
meaning.
For pupils to
understand
and interpret
text.
For pupils to
use
conventions of
written
Standard
English at
grade level to
compose and
organize in
coherent text
for a variety of
purposes.

Scenario
You went to the park with some friends and
one of them tricked you.
Write a composition telling us how the friend
tricked you. Be sure to explain your feelings
when this happened.

30

Reading the passage.
Discussing the story
Re-telling the story.
Formulating questions
by each pupil.
Interpreting /
discussing each
question
Answering questions.
Guiding pupils
through the
Writing process.
Modeling each step
orally.
Constructing
sentences about the
topic.
Writing the first draft
of the composition.

Fun with
Language Bk
5 pg.

Oral
presentation

Graphic
Organizer
Samples of a
graphic
organizer
Pictures of
someone
caring for
the elderly

Oral and
Written Work

GRADE FIVE – LITERACY STUDIES/ READING
Editing and rewriting
draft of composition.
Conducting Author’s
chair activity.
Proof reading and
editing.
Checking the checklist
made to ensure steps
were followed.
13
14
15

Assessment
Review of
Assessment
Word Analysis

4.30 To
become aware
that words can
change in use
and meaning

Reading words in
List of words Written work
isolation and
discussing its
meanings.
Reading words in
sentences and
reviewing its meaning
according to sentence
use.
Discussing the
function of words as
used in text.
Constructing new
sentences using these
same words
maintaining its use in
meaning and function.
31

15

15

Modelled
Reading

Small Group

2.24 To
become
acquainted
with vary pace
and tone of
voice to
express
feelings or
represent
character or
mood read.

For pupils to
use structural
analysis as a
word
identification
strategy.

GRADE FIVE – LITERACY STUDIES/ READING
A Kitchen Garden
Listening to teacher
Jack always boasted to
modelling of pace and
……………………………
tone of voice to
……………………………
express feelings or
We start our school garden.
represent character or
mood.
Imitating modelled
tone expressed by
voice
Analyzing the
character and tone
expressed by teacher
read text
Examining presented
text.
Identifying voice tone
to be used to convey
feelings, character
and mood.
Modelling of reading
of text to represent
tone
Discussing tone,
feelings and mood
that was used with
text.
A Kitchen Garden
Reviewing suffixes
intervened, lovely, permission, introductory,
Identifying suffixes in
situated, bushy, weeds, site, garden, ploughed words.
Sounding inflectional
endings when reading
32

Teacher
written text
Fun with
Language Bk
5 pg.

Oral
Presentation

Word chart
Fun with
Language Bk
5

Word search
Scrapbook

Public
Reading

15

Word Analysis

15

Reading

GRADE FIVE – LITERACY STUDIES/ READING
Changing word forms
For pupils to
by deleting and
use prefix and
adding suffixes.
suffix for words
Locating words in
appropriately.
story.
Reading words in
story.
Discussing the moral
of the story.
3.26 To know
A Kitchen Garden
Decoding the word
and use
vegetables- cucumber, cabbage, peppers,
Discussing its
complex word ochroes
meanings if vary
families
Listing other words
having same or similar
meanings
Reading a collection
of words
Researching the
meanings of each
Grouping /
categorizing words
according to the
meanings
2.24 To
A Kitchen Garden
Listening to teacher
become
Jack always boasted to
modelling of pace and
acquainted
…
tone of voice to
with vary pace We start our school garden.
express feelings or
and tone of
represent character or
voice to
mood.
express
Imitating modelled
feelings or
tone expressed by
represent
voice
33

Word list
Dictionary

Scrapbook

Teacher
written text
Fun with
Language Bk
5 pg.

Oral
Presentation
Public
Reading

character or
mood read.

GRADE FIVE – LITERACY STUDIES/ READING
Analysing the
character and tone
expressed by teacher
read text
Examining presented
text.
Identifying voice tone
to be used to convey
feelings, character
and mood.
Modelling of reading
of text to represent
tone
Discussing tone,
feelings and mood
that was used with
text.
Use of non-standard form in DialogueIdentifying dialogue in Story
text.
containing
Reading of dialogue
dialogue
Noting and discussing
the use of nonstandard form (marks)
as used in dialogue.
Writing dialogue using
non-standard form.

15

Small Group

5.55 To
understand
non – standard
forms for
literacy
purposes in
dialogue

16

Word Analysis

3.31 & 4.20 For Easter
pupils to build Crucifixion significance holiday, Christians
their
vocabulary and
34

Identifying difficult
words.
Writing selected
words in syllables.
Pronouncing words .

Fun with
Language Bk
5 pg.

Group Work

Games
Project

use words
when writing.

16

16

Standard 4.28
Recreational
Reading

Small Group

For pupils to
read for fun
and
enjoyment.

GRADE FIVE – LITERACY STUDIES/ READING
Locating words in
text.
Reading words in
sentences.
Reading with
appropriate
expression.
Reading
independently.
Books, Magazines, Newspapers
Introducing books to
Fiction books.
the class.
Other Educational books.

Visiting the School
Library and Library
corners to select
books to read.

4.13 To expose Why is Easter celebrated?
children to
What is its importance to Christians
answer
comprehension
questions
based on what
has been read

35

Reading story
Discussing story read
Reading and
discussing questions
Answering questions
Discussing pupils’
response

Fun with
Oral
Language Bk presentation
5 pg.
Magazines,
Dramatization
Newspapers,
Story Books.

Question
Sheet
Fun with
Language Bk
5 pg.

Written
assignment

WK

TOPIC/
SUB-TOPIC
Building
Vocabulary

GENERAL
OBJECTIVES
For pupils to
understanding
the meaning
of words from
written text.

17

Paired Reading

For pupils to
build an
appreciation
reading story
in pairs.

17

Small Group

To enable
pupils to role
play scene,
using
character
details and
previous
reading
experiences to
find and

17

GRADE FIVE – LITERACY STUDIES/ READING
CONTENT
ACTIVITIES
A Famous West Indian
Cricketer
Famous
Cricket
West Indian
Surpass
Batsman
Accolades
Century
dismissed
A Famous West Indian
Cricketer
Monday 18th May 1994
was the third day of the
fifth test match between
West Indies and England
at the Antigua Recreation
Ground ………..(FWL pg
114- 115)
A Famous West Indian
Cricketer
Monday 18th May 1994
was the third day of the
fifth test match between
West Indies and England
at the Antigua Recreation
Ground ………..(FWL pg
114- 115)

Listening to teacher read.
Reading in groups.
Identifying words directly
linked to topic.
Discussing the meaning of
words.
Reading, discussing and
answering questions.

RESOURCES EVALUATION
STRATEGY
Fun With
Word Game
Language
Bk 5
Pg 114 –
115

Listening to teacher read.
Reading in pairs.
Observing punctuations

Fun With
Language
Bk 5
Pg 114 –
115

Paired Work

Group reading of story
Discussing scene and events
Analyzing /Interpreting lines
of story containing key
words or terms
Exchanging and sharing of
views about the lines
interpreted
Role playing scene.

Fun With
Language
Bk 5

Oral
Assignment

36

Pg114 - 115

GRADE FIVE – LITERACY STUDIES/ READING

18

18

Word Study
Standard
3.7

Reading
Comprehension

appreciate
meaning in
story beyond
the literal
For pupils to
segment
sound in
printed words

For pupils to
appreciate the
extraction of
pertinent
information
from Charts
and Graphs

Understanding
Illustrations
Data
illustration
Label
graph
Column
information
Title
arranged
Represent

Listening to pronunciation of
words
Listening to words being
enunciated in syllables
Sounding the syllables in
words
Clapping and tapping to
syllables heard
reading words in sentences
completing syllabicating
exercises
-Studying illustration of
information.
Discussing the information
presented.
Identifying specific
information
Using direct evidence to
support response.
Answering questions using
details on the graph.

37

Word List

Oral Work

Rainbow
Reader
Book 5
Page 142146

Group Work
Individual
Work
Games

Rainbow
Oral Work
Reader Bk 5
Pg 142 - 1
Group Work
46
Individual
Work

18

19
20

Small Group

GRADE FIVE – LITERACY STUDIES/ READING
To enable
Understanding
Collecting data
Illustrations
Analyzing /Interpreting data
pupils use
collected
collected data
Representing data on
and create
suitable graphs and charts.
representation
Answering questions using
on charts and
details on the graph.
graphs.

Review for
Assessment
Assessment

38

Rainbow
Practical
Reader Bk 5 Work
Pg 142 - 1
46
Games
Oral
Presentations

WK
1

TOPIC/
SUB-TOPIC
Punctuation:
Comma,
Exclamation
Mark and
Inverted
Commas.
Standard
5.2,5.10,5.29

GENERAL
OBJECTIVES
For pupils to
become aware
of the
importance of
Punctuation
marks.

CONTENT

GRADE FIVE – GRAMMAR
ACTIVITIES

The Comma
The comma is used:
- To separate words or groups
of words in a sentence.
- Between parts of the date.
E.g. Martin had a small heat and
neat, nicely shape feet with well
kept toes, but his shelled back
was his strongest claim of beauty.
Exclamation Mark
An exclamation mark is used after
a sentence that shows
excitement or strong command.
E.g. Martin, the flying Morocco,
exclaimed, “what a wonder to
behold!”
Inverted commas
An inverted comma is used to
enclose the exact words spoken
by a person.
E.g. “How can I help you?” the
receptionist asked.

Review Activity
Punctuation Pirates
➢ The teacher will place some
cards in a box with sentences.
39

Observing learning video
on punctuation marks.
Reading and identifying
comma, exclamation mark
and inverted commas.
Discussing the use of
commas, exclamation
marks and inverted
commas.
Constructing sentences
using punctuation marks.
Inserting punctuation
marks in given sentences.
Reading given passages
and observing all
punctuation marks.
Participating in games to
better understand the use
of each punctuation mark.

RESOURCES
New Junior English
Revised
Understanding
English Grammar
Internet
Sentence Strips
Punctuation Chart

EVALUATION
STRATEGY
Written
Exercises
Paper and
Pencil Quiz
Group Work
Oral
Presentation

➢
➢

➢
➢

➢

➢

2

Forming The
Plural of
Nouns by
Adding ‘es”

For pupils to
be aware of
the rules of
forming the
plural of nouns
by adding
“es”.

GRADE FIVE – GRAMMAR
The teacher will then explain
the objective of the game.
The pupils will be informed
that “These pirates got their
treasure all mixed up! Help
them sort things out.”
Pupils will be given sorting
mats.
Pupils will then choose a
sentence card and decide
what punctuation is missing.
After completing that task,
pupils will place the sentence
card on the correct mat.
After placing the card on the
mat, pupils will record their
answers in their notebooks
when finished.

Rules for forming the plural of
nouns by adding ‘es”
By adding ‘es’ to nouns ending
with : s ,o ,ss , sh ,ch ,or x.
e.g. gas - gases
potato – potatoes
glass - glasses
brush - brushes
church - churches
40

Revising what are nouns.
Revising the concept of
singular and Plural
Discussing the rules for
adding ‘es ‘ to form the
plural of some nouns.
Discussing oral examples.
Completing exercises.

New Junior English
Revised

Matching
Grouping

Understanding
English Grammar
Language Arts
Drill and Practice

3

Possessive
Nouns –
Plurals

For pupils to
demonstrate
the use of
plural
possessive
nouns.

4

Subject and
Verb
Agreement

Pupils will
identify and
explain the
rules for

GRADE FIVE – GRAMMAR
box
- boxes
A Possessive Noun shows
Bringing personal items to
ownership. It is always placed
school (Book, pencils,
before the thing that is owned.
toys).
Presenting items to
classmates.
Describing items, for
example, the colour of an
item.
Using possessive nouns to
talk about items.
Reading sentences with
possessive nouns.
Discussing observation on
possessive nouns in
sentences. Stating rule of
plural possessive nouns.
Writing sentences using
possessive nouns.

A singular subject (she, Bill, car)
takes a singular verb (is, goes,
shines), whereas a plural subject
takes a plural verb.

41

Writing a simple sentence.
Asking who or what is
doing an action in the
sentence.

Items
A process of
Learning Language
Bk 5

Written
exercises

Fun with Language
Bk 5
Practical English
Course

Quiz
Revision
Games
Written and
oral work

GRADE FIVE – GRAMMAR
subject-verb
Example: The list of items is/are
Underlining and explaining
agreement.
on the desk.
subject of the sentence.
Pupils will
Since list is the subject, then you Identifying the action in
identify and
will choose is for the verb.
the sentence.
correct errors
Identifying and explaining
in subject-verb
the rules for subject-verb
agreement.
agreement..
Pupils will
Defining subject and verb.
construct
Identifying and correcting
sentences in
errors in subject-verb
which the
agreement.
subject and
Constructing sentences.
verb agree.

5

Conjunction
-Joining
sentences.

For pupils to
be aware of
how to join
words and
sentences.

A word that joins two words, two Discussing why we need to
groups of words or two sentences join sentences.
of equal importance is called a
coordinating conjunction.
Joining sentences using
coordinating conjunction.
The word and is a coordinating
42

Junior English
Revised

Passages

Written
exercises

Relevant sentences.
Work Review
Any relevant text.
Paper and

GRADE FIVE – GRAMMAR
conjunction. The word but, when Reading sentences.
used as a linking word to join
words or two groups of words or Identifying the part of a
two sentences, is also a
sentence where a comma
coordinating conjunction.
can be used to join words
instead of ‘and’.
However, the coordinating
conjunction, but, always
Joining sentences using
introduces an idea that is
comma.
unexpected. The idea often
shows a difference with (contrast
with or opposes) what was
mentioned before.

Pencil Test.

GRADE FIVE - GRAMMAR
Wk Topic/SubTopic
6
Standard 5:24
Possessive
Pronouns

General
Objectives
For pupils to
understand
how to use
pronoun
classes
correctly in
sentences.

Content

Activities

Possessive Pronouns are used to show
ownership of something.

Presenting and
Explaining the
Possessive and
Interrogative forms
of Pronouns.

Possessive Forms of Pronouns:
The Possessive forms of Personal pronouns
maybe used in two ways to replace a
possessive noun and stand in the front of the
noun that is possessed or stand alone in place
of a possessive noun.
Example: Samantha’s book is interesting.
43

Providing a number
of examples of the
structure for
understanding and

Resources

Evaluation
Strategy
Understanding Written
English
Exercises.
Grammar
Pg 125
Performance
test.
Understanding
English
Grammar
Pgs 128 & 129

GRADE FIVE - GRAMMAR
For pupils to
employ the
different
classes of
pronouns in
speech and
writing.

He
r

noting the
exemptions.
Formulating rules on
the basis of
examples.

book is interesting.

Possessive Pronoun.
Possessive Pronouns are not spelled with the
apostrophe e.g. theirs, yours, hers, ours, its.
ii. Interrogative Pronouns are pronouns which
appear in place of unnamed people, places, or
things for asking questions.
E.g. who, whom, which, whose, what, etc.
Who will clean the care?
Whom have you chosen to work?
Which has more room?

Participating in a
number of practice
exercises.
Identifying Possessive
Pronouns.
This pen is mine.
Those are your
letters.
That is our car.

7

Standard 5:16
Main and
Helping Verbs.

For pupils to
use main and
helping verbs
in sentences
correctly.

Main and Helping verbs1. Help the main verbs express action or a
state of being.
e.g. 1. Jennifer can play the piano.
2. The game has been cancelled.
44

Identifying
Interrogative
Pronouns in
sentences and
reading passage
Reviewing what are
verbs using the KWL
chart
Reading sentences
and identifying verbs
(present)

Fun with
Language Bk 5
Pg 44 and 51

Written
Exercises.
Verb puzzles

GRADE FIVE - GRAMMAR
3. John will answer the telephone.

Identifying main and
helping verbs.

4. Harry should have won the election.
Discussing the role of
main verb and
helping verb in the
sentences.
Use helping and main
verbs in sentences.

8

Standard
5:20
Verbs
Tense

For pupils to
use verbs to
show specific
time in
sentences.

Tense is the time expressed by a verb.
Five tenses are:
Present, Past, Future, Present Perfect, Past
Perfect, and Future Perfect.
Present: I ride the bus.

How Tenses
are formed.

Speak fluently
using
appropriate
tense for
clarity of
expression.

Past: I rode the bus.

Examining questions
about each sentence
e.g. when was this
thing done, what
word tells us when it
was done etc.
Listing these words
as used in the
sentence and
identifying the

Future: I will ride the bus.
Present Perfect: I have ridden the bus.
45

New Junior
English
Revised
Pg. 32-39

Written and
oral
exercises.
Work Review

Understanding
English
Mid Term
Grammar
Test
Pg. 73-75
New Junior
English

GRADE FIVE - GRAMMAR
For pupils to
formulate
rules and use
tense
appropriately.
Use Past tense
to report
various
activities.

Past Perfect: I had ridden the bus.

function of the words
(verb)

Revised Pg:
35-39

Giving examples in
sentences orally.

Understanding
English
Grammar
Pg: 74-77

Future Perfect: I will have ridden the bus.

Telling stories in the
Past tense and
changing to a
different tense.
Writing sentences
using form of tenses
Retelling stories using
the different tenses.

9

Standard
5:17
Agreement

For pupils to
master the use
of both
singular and
plural form of
the verb.
For pupils to
use correct
verb
agreement in
speech and
writing.

Agreement
Use a singular form of the verb with a singular
subject and a plural form of the verb with a
plural subject.
Singular nouns and Pronouns ‘he,’ ‘she’ and ‘it’
take the verb form ending in-s or – es.
e.g. The Doctor Reads medical journals.
Singular
Each, anyone, either, one, anybody, neither,
no-one, someone, everyone, nobody,
somebody.
Plural:
Both, many, few, several.
46

Presenting and
Explaining
grammatical
Structures- verb
agreement using
singular subject
(nouns and
pronouns). e.g. John
ikes ice cream. He
likes ice cream.
Presenting and
Explaining
grammatical
Structures- verb
agreement using

New Junior
English
Revised Pg:
71-750

Written and
oral
exercises.
Quiz

Understanding
English
Work Review
Grammar
Pg: 74-77
New First Aid
in English
Pg. 81

GRADE FIVE - GRAMMAR
For pupils to
use the correct Everybody likes the science teacher.
subject and
verb in
Several of the mangoes were ripe.
sentences.

Plural subjects
(nouns and
pronouns)
e.g. The doctors read
the journals.
Pointing out
problems in
agreement- use of
indefinite pronouns.
e.g. each, anyone,
either.
Completing
sentences with the
correct form of verbs.
Reading passages,
newspapers, stories
etc and identifying
the subject and verb
and stating the uses
of the verb.
Writing report using
correct verb.
Asking and answering
of questions.
Playing games
involving subject and
verb agreement.

47

New Junior
English
Revised
Understanding
English
Grammar
New First Aid
in English

GRADE FIVE - GRAMMAR
Completing
sentences with the
correct form of verb.

11

Standard 5.26
Adjectives
Comparing
Adjectives

For pupils to
know the kind
adjectives.
For pupils to
compare
adjectives.
For pupils to
speak fluently
using
adjectives
appropriately.

Descriptive Adjectives:
Descriptive adjectives tell us about the kind or
quality of a noun or pronoun such as:
Pretty girls, white roses, large sack, good
student.

Using correct verb
agreement in speech
and writing.
Classifying the kinds
of adjectives.
Using various types
of adjectives in
sentences.

Definite: one, eleven, fifty, both, double.
Indefinite: all, any, few, many, much, several,
some.

Participating in a
variety of oral
presentations.

Demonstrative Adjectives: point out nouns
and are followed by the nouns which they
point out.
e.g. this house, these forms, such games,
those people

Identifying the types
of adjectives used.

Interrogative adjectives:
These ask questions and would usually come
before a noun

Completing
sentences with
appropriate
adjectives
Comparing adjectives
using the different
degrees.

Comparison of Adjectives:
Adjectives have three degrees of comparison:
Positive, Comparative and Superlative.
48

Grouping adjectives
according to type.

New Junior
English
Revised

Written
Exercises.

Performance
Understanding test.
English
Grammar
New Junior
English
Revised
Understanding
English
Grammar

GRADE FIVE - GRAMMAR
1. Positive is used when speaking or describing
an object and to compare two objects.
e.g. she is as tall as her mother.
2. The comparative is used when comparing
two objects.
e.g. she is taller than I .
3. The Superlative is used when speaking of
more than two objectives or persons.
e.g. she is the tallest girl in the school.

12

Standard: 5.57
Sentence
-Negative
sentence.

For pupils to
understand
that negative
sentences are
used for
specific
situations.

Negative sentences:
Words such as no, not, none,
Neither…nor, never, and nothing are negative.
The words above make sentence meaning
negative when added. They change the
meaning of sentences, e.g.,
I am early
I am never early.
This is John’s hat.
This is not John’s hat.

49

Inserting correct
adjectives in
sentences,
Asking and answering
questions.
Rewriting sentences
using the
comparative and
superlative forms of
adjectives.
Comparing adjectives
using the
comparative and
superlative degrees.
Explaining the term
negative.
Discussing how to
make something
using negative
Words in simple
sentences as
cautions.
Reading warning
signs, notices and
recipes to examine
what actions must
not be done.
Playing a game to
formulate negative
sentences.
Writing relevant
negative sentences

Fun With
Language Bk 5
Pp 32,36
A Practical
English Course
pp 155 - 157
Recipes
Notices
Sign boards

Written
exercises
Work Review
Game

GRADE FIVE - GRAMMAR
for a particular
situation.
13
14

WK
15

Assessment
Review of
Assessment

TOPIC/
SUB-TOPIC
Adverbs
Types of Adverbs
-Adverb of Time
-Adverb of Manner
Standard 5.18

GENERAL
OBJECTIVES
For pupils to
understand
the concept
of Adverb.
Appreciate
the various
types of
Adverbs.

GRADE FIVE – GRAMMAR
CONTENT
ACTIVITIES
Types of adverbs:

RESOURCES

EVALUATION
STRATEGY
Game
Group work

Classifying the types of
adverbs.

New Junior
Revised.

Using various types of
adverbs in sentences.
Discussing the function
of adverbs.

Understanding Written
English
exercise
Grammar.

Adverbs of manner:
Show how / or what
manner.
e.g. The child slept
soundly.
Other e.g clearly,
slowly, calmly, etc.
Adverbs of time:
Show ‘when’
E.g. I have spoken to
him already.
Other e.g. then, before,
soon, etc.

Participating in a
variety of oral
presentation.
Identifying the types of
adverbs used.
Grouping adverbs.
Using appropriate
adverbs.

50

Language
Arts- Drills and
Practice.

16

Adverbs
Types of Adverbs
Standard 5.18
Adverbs
Comparison
of Adverbs
Standard:5.18

For pupils to
become
aware of s of
adverbs. Pf
place and
adverbs of
degree.

GRADE FIVE – GRAMMAR
Types of adverbs:
Observing learning video
Adverbs of Place:
on Adverbs of Place and
Describe/show “Where” Degree.
E.g. She came inside.
Other e.g. here, there,
Classifying the types of
everywhere, etc.
adverbs.

Adverbs of Degree:
Tells ‘How often’, ‘how
much’ and ‘how far’
For pupils to
speak fluently E.g. very, twice, slightly,
using adverbs almost, etc.
appropriately.

Using adverbs of place
and degree in
sentences.
Identifying the types of
adverbs used in
sentences after
Reading.
Completing sentences
with appropriate
adverbs of place of
place and degree.
Comparing adverbs.
Using the different
Degrees.

17

Types of
Conjunctions

For pupils to
know what a
conjunction is
and be willing
to practice
the effective
use of

New Junior
English
Revised

Written
Work

Understanding
English GrammarPaper and
Pencil Test
Sentence Strips
Group Work
Learning
Video
Quiz
New Junior
English
Revised
Understanding
English Grammar
New first Aid
in English

A conjunction is a word Defining the term
New Junior
used to connect or join conjunction.
English
words, phrases or clauses. Making a list of conjunctions.
Revised
Reading sentences with Pg 62
Some conjunctions are: conjunctions.
If
For
While Identifying conjunction Understanding
As
That
Until in sentences.
English
And
When
Though
Grammar
51

Oral Work

Written and
oral
Exercises.
Quiz
Work review

conjunctions
in speech and
writing.
For pupils to
know the
types of
conjunctions.

GRADE FIVE – GRAMMAR
But
Since
Unless Completing sentences by Pg 142
Mother paid the butcher inserting the correct
________ put the meat in conjunctions.
her basket.
Playing games involving
The wind was cool
conjunctions.
______ it was the
Identifying list of
month of December.
conjunctions.
You need not come
Grouping types of
with us ______ you
conjunctions.
wish to.
We looked everywhere
for the lost book
______ could not find
it.
The match was
postponed ______ of
the heavy rain.
There are two main
types of conjunctions.
1. Coordinating
conjunctions.
2. Subordinating
Conjunctions.
Coordinating
Conjunctions join
words, phrases or
clauses of equal
value.
The girls went to the
market and met
friends.
52

GRADE FIVE – GRAMMAR
The main
coordinating
conjunctions are:
and, but, nor, or,
either, neither.
Subordinating
Conjunctions are
used to join
dependent clauses to
main clauses.
Some common
subordinating
conjunctions:
After
if
while
When
since
because
As
until
He left early because he
was tired and hungry.
19
20

Review for
Assessment
Assessment

53

WK
1

TOPIC/
SUB-TOPIC
Synonyms

GENERAL
OBJECTIVES
For pupils to
recognize that
one word can
be substituted
for another.

CONTENT

GRADE FIVE - VOCABULARY
ACTIVITIES

Synonyms are words that are
similar in meaning.

Defining term.
Identifying similar words
and their meanings.
Substituting synonyms for
words in sentences.
Playing game swith
synonyms.
Developing a word web
with descriptive words
used.
Completing words to form
the synonym of given
words.

Synonyms are words that are
similar in meaning.
center,
middle

damp,
hurry, rush
wet

gaze,
stare

hear,
listen

lump,
chunk

odd,
stop, halt
strange

lost, missing

54

Develop synonym chart.

RESOURCES
Fun With Language
Bk.
Basic English Course
Bk. 2
Dictionaries
Junior English
Revise
First aid In English

EVALUATION
STRATEGY
Worksheets
Games

GRADE FIVE - VOCABULARY
paw,
foot

paste,
glue

quick,
fast

get,
funny, silly
receive

sad,
small,
unhappy little

2

Anagrams

For pupils to
have an
understanding
of anagrams.

present, gift

smile, grin

stay,
wait

stream,
tow, pull
creek

pick,
choose

lid,
cover

neighborhood,
community

big,
large

harm,
hurt

fire, blaze

fight,
battle

hate,
crash, smash
dislike

An Anagram is a word or phrase
formed from another by
transposing or rearranging the
letters.
e.g.
evil - live
nip - pin
pots - stop
now - won
devil – lived
north- thorn
55

Observing learning video
on anagrams.
Observing demonstrations
of what anagrams are and
how they are obtained.
Practicing to create
anagrams

Learning Video
Word cards
Chart
Internet
Thesaurus

Written
Exercises
Paper and
Pencil Quiz
Group Work
Oral
Presentation

GRADE FIVE - VOCABULARY
Reading a list of words
that can be changed to
anagrams.
Finding words which
feature anagrams.
Review Activity
Pupils will read and use riddles on
cards to obtain anagrams.

Compiling list using
jumbled words to find
new word.
Researching the internet
for examples of common
and uncommon anagrams.
Matching words to
anagrams on worksheets
given.

3

Standard 6.6
Dictionary Skills.
-Alphabetical
order.

For pupils to
appreciate why
things are
placed in
specific
sequence.

Words arranged according to the
alphabet sequence for easy
location.
For example:
Second letter –
1. dent, damp, dock, dye

Second Letter

56

Using thesaurus to find
words.
Identifying given words
Reading given words.
Arranging given words
according to the alphabet
identifying first, second
and third letters.
Using the dictionary to
find words.

Fun With Language
Bk. 5.
Oxford Pocket
Dictionary

Work Review
Written
exercises.

GRADE FIVE - VOCABULARY
Completing given
exercises.

4

Suffixes
ful, less, ous, er
Standard 3.13,
3.35

For pupils to
be aware that
new words can
be forms by
attaching
suffix.

Suffixes are groups of letters
added to the end of a word to add
to or change the meaning or
function of a word.
Care – careful
Pain- painless
Danger – dangerous
NB .when adding the suffix ful to
words be careful not to double
the final “l”
Creating sentences from the new
words formed.
Sometimes, the suffix ‘er” is used
to form new words that are
related to occupations.
Paint - painter
Wait -waiter
Teach - teacher
57

Reviewing suffixes
Giving oral examples on
the use of suffixes
Adding the correct suffixes
to root words.
Giving the meaning to the
new word.
Constructing sentences to
show the meaning of the
new word.
Discussing the term
“suffix”
Role playing to illustrate
the new word.
Discussing how the new
word is formed.

Understanding
English Grammar
Language Arts –
Drill and Practice
Pictures
Word cards

Games
Matching
words and
correct
suffixes.

GRADE FIVE - VOCABULARY
Preach -preacher
Encouraging pupils to give
other word using the
same suffix.
5

Homophones Pupils will be
Standard
able to identify
3.28
homophone
pairs.

Homophones are words with the
same sound but different meaning
e.g. Flour-flower
Son-sun

Pupils will
become
familiar with
homophones
Pupils will be
aware of using
homophones
correctly.
Pupils will
express
homophones in
the contextual
form.
Homophones are words with same
sound but different meaning and
spelling e.g. flour – flower, son –
sun
Supply homophones for each
given statement.
(1) you use your eyes to ___
(2) a vast body of water ___.
58

-Defining homophones.
-Making sentences using
homophones
-Identifying homophones in
given sentences
-Supplying homophones for
each given statement
- Spelling homophones and
explain their meaning
- Viewing a homophone
video

Mastering
Vocabulary bk.5
Common Entrance
Level page 192-202
Video - Homophone
Worksheets

Quiz –group
work
Spelling test
Puzzle
Game
Scrapbook
Oral and
written work

GRADE FIVE - VOCABULARY
Identify the homophone in the
sentence below.
E.g. The children saw their mother
over there.
Review Activity

6

Prefix

For pupils to
associate Prefix
with word
formation.

Prefixes
Prefixes are letters which we add
to the beginning of a word to
make a new word with a different
meaning. Prefixes can, for
example, create a new word
opposite in meaning to the word
the prefix is attached to. They can
also make a word negative or
express relations of time, place or
manner.

59

Reading sentences with the
use of words with and
without prefixes.
Discussing the meaning of
the prefixes.

Junior English
Revised.

Using prefixes and adding to
words.

Worksheet

Written work
Drills and Practices

Dictionary
Playing fix the prefix puzzle
game.

Oral work

WK
1.

TOPIC/
SUB-TOPIC
Standard
3:28
Homographs
Standard
3:28
Homographs

GENERAL
OBJECTIVES
For pupils to
understand
how to
use
homographs
correctly in
sentences.
For pupils to be
acquainted
with
homographs.

CONTENT

GRADE FIVE – VOCABULARY
ACTIVITIES

Homographs are words
that look the same, are
pronounced the same, but have
different meaning in context.
Homographs are single
words that can function
as two different parts of
speech
e.g.

Defining homographs.
Listing words that are called
homographs.
Completing sentences with
homographs.

Underlining homographs in
sentences.
Saying the meanings of
homographs in paired
sentences.

60

RESOURCES EVALUATION
STRATEGY
Caribbean
Make a word
Junior
list.
English
pages 18,
Oral and
101.
written
exercises
Let’s Pass
English
pages 4445.

8

Standard
3:28
Antonyms

For pupils to
use antonyms
effectively in
speech
and writing.
For pupils to
know that
antonyms can
be formed by
adding
prefixes to
words.

9

Standard
3:10
Chipped
Words

For pupils to
identify
chipped words
from longer
words.

GRADE FIVE – VOCABULARY
Antonyms are words that are
Identifying words and their
opposite in meaning.
opposites.
e.g. tall - short
beautiful - ugly
Reading words and opposites.
black - white
big – small
Making sentences using words and
their opposites.
Some antonyms are
formed by adding preCreating antonyms for words use to
fixes to words.
describe and words use t tell about
e.g.
quality
correct - incorrect
appear - disappear
Making word list.
lead - mislead
literate - illiterate
Pronouncing prefixes and new words.
able - unable
mature – immature
Making sentences with antonyms.

Short words from long
words.
e.g. zoological - zoo,
log, logic, logical
Transportation - sport,
at, on, ran, station, trans,
port.
61

Fun with
Language
Book 5

Oral and
written
exercises.

Junior
English
Revised

Work Review

Caribbean
Junior
English
pages 18,
101.

Identifying long words.

Word list

Making short words from long words.
Making a list.
Compiling a dictionary
with chipped words and their
meanings.

Dictionary

Oral and
written
exercises
Game

GRADE FIVE – VOCABULARY
Making sentences using chipped
words.
Creating riddles using shortened
forms of words.
10

11

Standard
3:32
Suffixes

Figure of
Speech
Similes.

For pupils to
understand
that
words can
change
the meanings if
suffixes are
added to them.

A suffix is a word or part of a word
that is
placed at the end of
another word and change its
meaning or
use.
e.g.
football - footballer
act - action
conduct - conductor

Identifying and pronouncing suffix.

For pupils to
recognize
similes in
sentences and
passages.

Similes are figures of speech
showing how two dissimilar things
are alike in some respect.

Defining similes.

Similes are introduced with words
- “as like “or “as”.
Example,
as agile as a monkey.
As like as two pea.

Compiling a word list with words and
suffixes.
Making new words by adding
suffixes.

Oral and
written
exercises.

Junior
English

Constructing sentences using words
with suffixes.

Identifying similes in sentences and
passages.
Completing sentences by using
similes.
Constructing sentences using similes.
Showing how the two dissimilar
words are related.
Writing paragraphs and compositions
with similes.
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Fun with
Language
book 5

Fun With
Language
Bk. 5
New First
Aid in
English.
New Junior
English
Revised

Oral and
written
Exercises.

12

13
14

WK
15

Dictionary
Skills.
Alphabetical
order.
Assessment
Review of
Assessment

TOPIC/
SUB-TOPIC
Similes
Standard 6.22

For pupils to
comprehend
and apply
alphabetical
order.

GENERAL
OBJECTIVES
For pupils to
understand
that similes
are used to
show
comparison
between two
unlike things.

GRADE FIVE – VOCABULARY
Arrange these words in
Identifying and reading words.
alphabetical order:
Arranging words in alphabetical
Abound, aback, abbey, abuse
order.

GRADE FIVE THIRD TERM SCHEME 2019 – VOCABULARY
CONTENT
ACTIVITIES
Defining the term simile.
Observing learning video on
similes.
Explaining the comparison
between two unlike things.
Reading and writing similes.
Examples of similes:
As heavy as lead
As light as feather

Completing sentences using
similes.

63

Fun With
Language
Bk. 5.

RESOURCES EVALUATION
STRATEGY
Fun with
Written
Language
Work
Bk. 5
Paper and
New Junior Pencil Quiz
English
Revised
Game
First Aid in
English

Written
work.

GRADE FIVE THIRD TERM SCHEME 2019 – VOCABULARY
As busy as a bee
As quiet as a mouse
16

Acronyms
Standard 6.22

17

Abbreviations
Standard:6.22

For pupils to
An acronym is a word
become aware formed from the first
letters of words in a
of acronyms.
phrase.
Acronyms do not end with
a period.
e.g., AIDS - Acquired
Immune Deficiency
Syndrome
For pupils to
Abbreviations is the
shortened form of words
identify and
Abbreviations can be
give the full
pronounced as a word, e.g.,
letters or
NATO do not have full
words for
stops between the letters.
abbreviations. Abbreviations which end
with the last letter of the
full word also do not have a
full stop.
Otherwise full stops are
usually used.
No full stop is used with
abbreviations of metric
units.
B.W.I.A. – British West
Indian Airways
C.A.N.A. – Caribbean News
Agency.

Explaining acronyms.
Listing acronyms.
Identifying acronyms.

First Aid in
English
Junior
English
Revised

Identifying and differentiating
abbreviations
Explaining and writing
abbreviations
Making a list of abbreviations.
Explaining concept of
abbreviations.

First Aid in
English
Junior
English
Revised
The
Student’s
Companion

64

Quizz
Written
Work

Oral and
written
exercises

18

Standard:6.22
Analogy

19

Review for
Assessment
Assessment

20

WK
1

TOPIC/
SUB-TOPIC
Word
dictionary
Standard
3.14

GRADE FIVE THIRD TERM SCHEME 2019 – VOCABULARY
For pupils to
An analogy is a similarity
Defining analogy
Junior
between like features of
Explaining the term analogy. English
develop an
two
things
on
which
a
Reading
analogy.
Revised
alertness
comparison may be based
about
that are otherwise unlike,
analogies.
e.g. The analogy between
the heart and a pump.

GENERAL
OBJECTIVES
For pupils to
create a word
dictionary.

CONTENT

GRADE FIVE – SPELLING AND DICTATION
ACTIVITIES

Coleen’s Family
Family maiden relationship
Daughters grandmother
Niece Siblings sister
Surname

Listening to words being
pronounced.
Writing the words being pronounced.
Spelling the words aloud.
Preparing a dictionary with the
words spelt.

65

Written
exercises

RESOURCES
Fun With
Language
Book 5 page
12

EVALUATION
STRATEGY
Dictionary

2

Correct
spelling.
Standard
5.13
Difficult
words
Standard
3.29

3

Punctuating
writing
Standard
5.58

For pupils to
use correct
spelling to
complete
written task.
For pupils to
use words of
greater
complexity.

For pupils to
know how to
punctuate
writing so that
meaning and
structure are
clear to the
reader.

GRADE FIVE – SPELLING AND DICTATION
Coleen’s Family
Reviewing words orally from
Colleen belongs to an extended
previous lesson.
family. Her surname is Peters. She Listening to the paragraph.
has two siblings, one brother and Reading the paragraph.
one sister. She is the niece of John Correcting incorrect words.
and Carol Campbell. Coleen loves
her family. they enjoy spending
Listening to words being
time together.
pronounced.
Writing the words being pronounced.
Caring for the Elderly
Spelling the words aloud.
Decision Palms tiring
Writing words on a word tree.
unpleasant people stiff nearing
surprise cotton matter burden
rested silk loudly
heard
picked returned bicycle
rested
burden
heard
silk
palms
cotton
Caring for the Elderly
Reviewing words orally from
With tears in his eyes, his father
previous lesson.
cried, …………
Listening to the paragraph.
His father continued to cry loudly. Reading the paragraph.
Correcting incorrect words.
Guiding pupils to punctuate the
paragraph written.

66

Fun With
Written work
Language
Book 5 page Word tree
12

Fun With
Written work
Language
Book 5 page
2 paragraph
3

4

Inflectional
ending -ed
and -ing
Standard
3.36

5

Polysyllabic
Words
Standard
5.41

6

Examine
words
critically
Standard
6.12

For pupils to
recognize
words with
inflectional
ending suffixes
such as -ed and
-ing
For pupils to
become aware
of polysyllabic
words.

For pupils to
examine words
critically and
conduct
research on
unfamiliar
words.

GRADE FIVE – SPELLING AND DICTATION
Non – Violence
Jumbling the words.
Trembling behaved
visited
Unscrambling the words.
encouraged speaking served
Checking words for correct spelling.
involved refused wondered
Pronouncing the words together.
relaxing congratulated intervened Spelling the words aloud.
training
Writing words on word cards.
Unscramble these words.
Displaying words on a word wall.
Trmbingle - trembling
Blue Heron
Displaying words on word cards.
Polysyllabic means more than one Spelling the words in groups.
syllable.
Completing the exercise by filling in
Direction everything completely the missing letters.
certainly threatened dragonfly
Spelling the words together.
unnatural agitated floundering
Making corrections to incorrect
examination gradually
words.
contemplate connection coincidence
Complete the words below by
filling in the missing letters.
d_re_ _io _ (direction)
Blue Heron
Reviewing words orally from
Maggie’s breath …………………….
previous lesson.
Someone who cared nothing for
Listening to the paragraph.
the bird.
Writing the words.
Reading the paragraph.
Words to examine: breath,
Correcting incorrect words.
gradually, normal, target, practice, Answering oral questions on the
desire, knowing, sure.
piece.
Locating words in the dictionary and
discussing their meanings.
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Fun With
Word wall
Language
Book 5 page
42

Rainbow
Reader
Book 4page 1
Word cards

Word tree

Rainbow
Word work
Reader
Book 4 page
2 paragraph
11

7

New Words
Standard 3.4

WK
8

9

TOPIC/
SUB-TOPIC
Standard
3.29
Difficult
words

GENERAL
OBJECTIVES
For pupils to
use words of
greater
complexity.

Punctuating
writing

For pupils to
know how to
punctuate
writing so that
meaning and
structure are
clear to the
reader.
For pupils to
become aware
of polysyllabic
words.

Standard
5.58

10

GRADE FIVE – SPELLING AND DICTATION
For pupils to
Adam’s First Flight
Pronouncing the words.
Writing the words.
demonstrate an Disappointment cowardice
opportunity
scrambled
hurriedly
Spelling the words.
interest in
exciting supplies imagine
Correcting words.
learning new
concentrate zoomed propellers
Locating the words in the dictionary.
words.
whirred freedom delighted
Discussing the meanings of the
shimmering emergency
words

Standard
5.41
Polysyllabic
Words

GRADE FIVE – SPELLING AND DICTATION
CONTENT
ACTIVITIES
Newspaper Article
words taken from a current news
piece

Unit: A Folk Tale
Brer Alligator was angry……….
……………………………………………….
……………………………………………..
all of Brer Alligator’s pepperpot!”

Tommy goes to the City
recognized, remember ,
advertisements, Lighthouse,
accustomed, pedestrians,
68

Rainbow
Reader
Book 4page 46

Adding to
dictionary

RESOURCES

EVALUATION
STRATEGY
Word tree

Listening to words being
pronounced.
Writing the words being pronounced.
Spelling the words aloud.
Writing words on a word tree.
Reviewing words orally from
previous lesson.
Listening to the paragraph.
Reading the paragraph.
Correcting incorrect words.
Guiding pupils to punctuate the
paragraph written.

Fun With
Language
Book 5 page
2

Displaying words on word cards.
Spelling the words in groups.
Completing the exercise by filling in
the missing letters.
Spelling the words together.

Fun with
Language
bk 5 pg

Fun With
Written work
Language
Book 5 page
2 paragraph
3

Word tree

GRADE FIVE – SPELLING AND DICTATION
thoughtfully, fountain, Cuffy,
Making corrections to incorrect
Mahaica, revolution, spouting
words.
11

Standard
6.12
Examine
words
critically

12

New Words
Standard 3.4

13
14

WK

For pupils to
examine words
critically and
conduct
research on
unfamiliar
words.

The Kitchen Garden
boasted, intervened, permission,
introductory, situated, bushy,
cleared, manure, permanently,
climbers, transplanted, seedlings,
selected, particular, selection,
vegetable, tomatoes, controlled,
neighbour, cucumber frequently,
fertilizers increase fertility
Well we have ………………………………
…………………………………………………….
use of insecticides and fertilisers.
For pupils to
Easter
demonstrate an kite, crucifixion
significance, resurrection, tomb,
interest in
palm, seawall, picnic, family,
learning new
competition, death, Christians,
words.
followers

Reviewing words orally from
previous lesson.
Listening to the paragraph.
Writing the words.
Reading the paragraph.
Correcting incorrect words .
Answering oral questions on the
piece.
Locating words in the dictionary and
discussing their meanings.

Fun with
Language
bk 5 pg 90

Word work

Pronouncing the words.
Writing the words.
Spelling the words.
Correcting words.
Locating the words in the dictionary.
Discussing the meanings of the
words

letter cards
dictionary

Adding to
dictionary

Assessment
Review of
Assessment

TOPIC/
SUB-TOPIC

GENERAL
OBJECTIVES

GRADE FIVE – SPELLING AND DICTATION
CONTENT
ACTIVITIES

69

RESOURCES EVALUATION
STRATEGY

15

16

17

GRADE FIVE – SPELLING AND DICTATION
Consonant
For pupils to
Consonant Diagraphs
Identifying the diagraph
Diagraphs
become aware Church
Standard:
Making the sound of the
of the sounds Chip
3.22
Children
diagraph.
of single
Munchkin
letters and
Lunch
Identifying words with “ch” in
combine them Ketchup
the initial, middle and final
to make words
position.
in the initial,
middle and
final position.
Contextual
For pupils to
Words related to
Compiling a list of words that
Clues
use words
Independence.
are related to Carnival.
appropriately.
Spelling words.
Standard:4.30
E.gWriting dictated passage.
For pupils to
Colony
British Guiana
develop
National
listening and
Symbols
writing skills
Parade
Syllabication
For pupils to:
Words with multiple
Observing learning video on
Develop the
vowels page. Page 1-3 e.g.
syllabication.
Standard 3
ability to break wondered
words into
trembled
Syllabicate words following
Benchmark
syllables, and
squeaked
rules.
3:39
spell them.
Dictation taken from
Counting vowels in word.
Copy dictated paragraph 1-3
Clapping and counting
passage
Beaded
Syllable
Necklace
syllables.
limiting errors.
70

Word cards

Games

Dictionary

Written work

Guyana Our Group Work
Country
Our Home. Oral
Presentation
Word tree

Rainbow
Reader 5
Pg 1-5

Pencil and
paper test.
Oral Work

Learning
Video
Paper
Cardboards

Group Work

GRADE FIVE – SPELLING AND DICTATION
In this activity pupils will
Pronouncing and spelling
create necklaces with
words.
words in its syllabicated
form.
Discussing the meanings of
Pupils will be required to
the words.
work in groups or pairs.
Pupils will be given some
Listening to teacher as the
letter card which will be
passage is being read.
used to connect syllables of
the words to make a chain. Writing dictated passage
After clapping out syllables after listening.
of word pupils will paste
the letters to create the
words in syllables.
18

Sight Words
To recognize
Standard:5.32 sight words.

Words taken from the story
Examples: would, come,
upon, were, into, come.
To develop the Page 41.
skill of copying Dictation passage taken
from page 41 first
passage
paragraph.
dictated.

Observing sight words.
Pronouncing sight words.
Using sight words to make
sentences.
Spelling sight words.
Writing the paragraph as
directed by teacher.

19
20

Review for
Assessment
Assessment

71

Letter
Cards

Rainbow
Reader
Book 5 pg.
41
Word Bank

Oral and
Written
Assessment.

WK
1

TOPIC/
SUB-TOPIC
Coleen’s
Family Tree
Standard
5.12
5.35
5.44

2

Coleen’s
Family Tree

GRADE FIVE – COMPOSITION
ACTIVITIES

GENERAL
OBJECTIVES
For pupils to
use
conventions of
written
Standard
English at grade
level to
compose and
organize in
coherent text
for a variety of
purposes.

CONTENT

Scenario
You just discovered that one of
your great grandparents is of a
different ethnicity. Write a
composition tracing your gamily
line up t6o your great
grandparents. Give details about
how and when your generation
changed. Be sure to state your
feelings about the change.

Brainstorming the type of writing.
Discussing the six traits of writing
orally.
Reading and discussing the scenario.
Analyzing the scenario.
Discussing a Family tree up to the
fourth generation.
Brainstorming for main ideas to
develop composition.
Identifying supporting details and
facts.
Develop a graphic organizer to plan
the writing process.
Editing ideas given.
Identifying appropriate vocabulary
for the writing process.
Formulating a plan to follow during
the writing process.

For pupils to
use
conventions of
written

Scenario
You just discovered that one of
your great grandparents is of a
different ethnicity. Write a
composition tracing your gamily

Guiding pupils through the
Writing process.
Modeling each step orally.
Constructing sentences about the
topic.

72

RESOURCES EVALUATION
STRATEGY
Graphic
Oral and
Organizer
Written
Samples of Work.
a graphic
organizer
Samples of
family
trees.

Graphic
Organizer
Samples of
a graphic
organizer

Oral and
Written
Work

Standard
5.36
5.37
4.40

3.

Narrative
Writing
Caring for
the elderly.

Standard
5.12
5.35
5.44

GRADE FIVE – COMPOSITION
Standard
line up t6o your great
Arranging jumbled sentences to
create sequenced composition.
English at grade grandparents. Give details about
how
and
when
your
generation
Writing the first draft of the
level to
changed. Be sure to state your
composition.
compose and
feelings about the change.
Editing and rewriting inal draft of
organize in
composition.
coherent text
Conducting Author’s chair activity.
for a variety of
Proof reading and editing.
Checking the checklist made to
purposes.
ensure steps were followed.
For pupils to
use
conventions of
written
Standard
English at grade
level to
compose and
organize in
coherent text
for a variety of
purposes.

Scenario
Your parents went overseas and
left you with your grandfather.
Write a composition telling about
your experience. Give your
composition a title.
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Brainstorming the type of writing.
Discussing the six traits of writing
orally.
Reading and discussing the scenario.
Analyzing the scenario.
Discussing a Family tree up to the
fourth generation.
Brainstorming for main ideas to
develop composition.
Identifying supporting details and
facts.
Develop a graphic organizer to plan
the writing process.
Editing ideas given.
Identifying appropriate vocabulary
for the writing process.
Formulating a plan to follow during
the writing process.

Samples of
family
trees.

Graphic
Organizer
Samples of
a graphic
organizer
Pictures of
someone
caring for
the elderly.

Oral and
Written
Work

4

Narrative
Writing
Caring for
the elderly.
Standard
5.36
5.37
4.40

5

Nonviolence
Standard
5.12
5.35
5.44

GRADE FIVE – COMPOSITION
For pupils to
Scenario
Guiding pupils through the
Your parents went overseas and
Writing process.
use
your
grandfather
said
he’d
care
for
Writing the first draft of the
conventions of
you while they were gone. Write a composition.
written
composition telling about your
Revising and editing the final draft of
Standard
experience. Give your composition composition.
English at grade a title.
Conducting Author’s chair activity.
level to
compose and
organize in
coherent text
for a variety of
purposes.
For pupils to
use
conventions of
written
Standard
English at grade
level to
compose and
organize in
coherent text
for a variety of
purposes.

Scenario
It was observed that children at
your school are using the conflict
resolution strategies they’ve been
taught. Write a composition about
how to solve arguments on the
playground.

74

Reading and discussing the scenario.
Analyzing the scenario.
Brainstorming for main ideas to
develop composition.
Identifying supporting details and
facts.
Develop a graphic organizer to plan
the writing process.
Revising ideas given.
Choosing vocabulary that matches
the topic and mood.

Graphic
Organizer
Samples of
a graphic
organizer
Pictures of
someone
caring for
the elderly

Oral and
Written
Work

Graphic
Organizer
Samples of
a graphic
organizer

Oral and
Written
Work
Oral reading
of work

GRADE FIVE – COMPOSITION

Nonviolence
Standard

6

Standard
5.36
5.37
4.40

7

Letter
Writing
- Writing of
Letter of
Excuse

For pupils to
Use scenario as described above
use
conventions of
written
Standard
English at grade
level to
compose and
organize in
coherent text
for a variety of
purposes.

Guiding pupils through the
Writing process.
Modeling each step orally.
Constructing sentences about the
topic.
Arranging jumbled sentences to
create sequenced composition.
Writing the first draft of the
composition.
Editing and rewriting final draft of
composition.
Conducting Author’s chair activity.
Proof reading and editing.
Checking the checklist made to
ensure steps were followed.

Graphic
Organizer
Samples of
a graphic
organizer

To become
familiar with
the parts of an
informal letter.

Reviewing the parts of an informal
letter.
Discussing the two parts of the
scenario.

Graphic
Organizer
Samples of
a graphic
organizer

Scenario
Your aunt has paid for you to
spend your Christmas vacation in
Lethem. Write a letter telling your
friend about your journey.
75

Oral and
Written
Work
Oral reading
of work

Pictures of
violent
scenes.

Oral and
Written
Work

GRADE FIVE – COMPOSITION
Explaining what the topic is asking
and what is required
Brainstorming the task given
Listing and sequencing ideas
Editing ideas sequenced.
Outlining composition
Discussing new approach to writing
Formulating plan to follow
Listing words that can be used to
write about topic
Writing draft
Checking/ editing draft piece.
Reading corrected draft and re
writing composition
Marking and publishing written
piece.
Reading completed piece to class
and at assembly.
Conducting Author’s chair activity.
Proof reading and editing.
Checking the checklist made to
ensure steps were followed.

To plan for an
informal letter.

WK
8

TOPIC/
SUB-TOPIC
Standard
5.12
5.35
5.44

GENERAL
OBJECTIVES
For pupils to
use
conventions of
written

CONTENT

GRADE FIVE – COMPOSITION
ACTIVITIES

Scenario
The garbage collectors in your
area went on strike, as a result
there is a pile up of garbage.

Brainstorming the type of writing.
Discussing the six traits of writing
orally.
Reading and discussing the scenario.
76

Oral reading
of work

RESOURCES EVALUATION
STRATEGY
Graphic
Oral and
Organizer
Written
Work.

The Garbage
Collector

9

Standard
5.36
5.37
4.40
The Garbage
Collector

GRADE FIVE – COMPOSITION
Standard
Write a composition telling your
Analyzing the scenario.
English at grade friend about how you organize for Identifying the task from the scenario
level to
your environment to be cleaned.
Discussing the role of the garbage
compose and
Be sure to mention why the
collectors and the importance of a
organize in
garbage collectors went on strike. clean environment.
coherent text
Brainstorming for main ideas to
for a variety of
develop composition.
purposes.
Identifying supporting details and
facts.
Develop a graphic organizer to plan
the writing process.
Editing ideas given.
Identifying appropriate vocabulary
for the writing process.
Formulating a plan to follow during
the writing process.
For pupils to
use
conventions of
written
Standard
English at
grade level to
compose and
organize in
coherent text

Scenario
The garbage collectors in your area
went on strike, as a result there is
a pile up of garbage.
Write a composition telling your
friend about how you organize for
your environment to be cleaned.
Be sure to mention why the
garbage collectors went on strike.

77

Guiding pupils through the Writing
process.
Modeling each step orally.
Constructing sentences about the
topic.
Writing the first draft of the
composition.
Editing and rewriting draft of
composition.
Conducting Author’s chair activity.
Proof reading and editing.

Samples of
a graphic
organizer

Graphic
Organizer
Samples of
a graphic
organizer

Oral and
Written
Work

GRADE FIVE – COMPOSITION
Checking the checklist made to
ensure steps were followed.

for a variety of
purposes.
10

Standard:
5.12
5.35
5.44
The Kitchen
Garden

11

Standards
5.12
5.35
5.44

For pupils to
use
conventions of
written
Standard
English at
grade level to
compose and
organize in
coherent text
for a variety of
purposes.

Scenario

For pupils to
use
conventions of
written
Standard
English at

Scenario
You have entered the competition
for the best kitchen garden and
won.
Write your best friend and tell
describe how you organize your
kitchen garden that won/

You have entered the competition
for the best kitchen garden and
won.
Write your best friend and tell
describe how you organize your
kitchen garden that won/
be sure to name some of what you
planted.

78

Brainstorming the type of writing.
Discussing the six traits of writing
orally.
Reading and discussing the scenario.
Analyzing the scenario.
Separating the task from the story in
the scenario
Brainstorming for main ideas to
develop composition.
Identifying supporting details and
facts.
Develop a graphic organizer to plan
the writing process.
Editing ideas given.
Identifying appropriate vocabulary
for the writing process.
Formulating a plan to follow during
the writing process.
Guiding pupils through the
Writing process.
Modeling each step orally.
Constructing sentences about the
topic.
Writing the first draft of the
composition.

Graphic
Organizer
Samples of
a graphic
organizer

Oral and
Written
Work
Oral reading
of work

Pictures of
people bird
watching.

Graphic
Organizer
Samples of
a graphic
organizer

Oral and
Written
Work
Oral reading
of work

The Kitchen
garden

WK
12

TOPIC/
SUB-TOPIC
Descriptive
Writing
Standard 5.40

grade level to
compose and
organize in
coherent text
for a variety of
purposes.

GENERAL
OBJECTIVES
For pupils to
engage in
planning a
descriptive
essay.

GRADE FIVE – COMPOSITION
be sure to name some of what you Editing and rewriting final draft of
planted.
composition.
Conducting Author’s chair activity.
Proof reading and editing.
Checking the checklist made to
ensure steps were followed.

GRADE FIVE – COMPOSITION
CONTENT
ACTIVITIES
Planning the Essay

Discussing the Scenario.

Your community is in a
very untidy state.

Drawing the graphic
organizer.

Write a letter to the
Mayor describing your
community and suggest
three ways how the
community can be
improved.

Sharing ideas.
Recording the information
on the graphic organizer.

GRAPHIC ORGANIZER
First
Draft

Topic
Taste
Sounds
Texture

Smell

79

RESOURCES
Graphic
Organizer
Developing
Skills in
Composition

Pictures of
people bird
watching.

EVALUATION
STRATEGY
Creating
Composition
on topic.
Arranging
sentences to
form a
Composition
on Sentence
Strips.

GRADE FIVE – COMPOSITION
13

Assessment

14

Review of
Assessment
Letter WritingLetter of
Apology
Standard 5.46

16

For pupils to
write out the
ideas and
features of a
letter

Parts of a letter

Letter of Apology
(SCENARIO)
Your friend has missed
their interview for a job
and would like to
apologize for being
absent.
Write a letter of apology
to the company
apologizing for not being
able to make it. Be sure
to state your reason or
reasons for not being
there.

Discussing parts of a simple
letter.
Describing parts of the
letter using body parts.
Discussing the topic of
apology.
Listing points for the topic
to write on.
Writing out ideas on a
concept map.
Creating drafts of letter of
apology.
Rearranging sentence strips
to form an apology letter.

80

Samples of
letters

Oral
Presentation

Developing
Skills in
Composition
Writing

Group Work

Sentence
Strips

Written
Work

17

18

Narrative
WritingImaginative
Standards
4.37&5.40

Argumentative
Writing
Standard:4.37

GRADE FIVE – COMPOSITION
For pupils to
Creating Plan
Discussing imaginative
use their
-Theme:
writing
imagination to -Setting
Listening to each other
create a story -Plot of the Story
relating imaginative tales.
- Characters in the story
Listing characters of the
For pupils to
story
make a draft
Making a draft of the
Identifying and stating the
of the story
story
plot of the story.
they intend to Your family had taken a
Identifying and stating the
write
trip to a camping trip on
setting of the story.
-sequence
the highway of Guyana.
Creating Concept Maps.
their ideas for You were placed in a
the story
spooky cabin to rest.
Making a draft of the story
For pupils to
Using graphic organizers to
write out their Write a Composition
plot the story
stories
ending with the sentence Sequencing the ideas of the
“It was the scariest
story
experience of my life.”
Writing out the story
Reading aloud the story
Identifying main idea of the
story
Displaying written pieces
For pupils to
Discussion on opposing or Discussing the topic
understand
proposing the topic:
identified
and take a
“Children should be
Sharing ideas or comments
stand in
scolded for their wrong
Taking a side on the topic
proposing or
doings”
opposing a
Written work on the topic
topic

81

Pupils’ story
books
Concept Map
Narrative
Components
Chart
Graphic
organizers
Pieces of
completed
stories

Oral Work
Written
Work
Read drafts
of stories
Publish
completed
story

Sample of an
Research
argumentative
piece
List of the
points to be
discussed

GRADE FIVE – COMPOSITION
19
20

WK
1

Review for
Assessment
Assessment

TOPIC/
SUB-TOPIC
Inferring
Blue Herron
Standard 4.11

2

Sequencing
Adams First
Flight

GRADE FIVE – COMPREHENSION
ACTIVITIES

GENERAL
OBJECTIVES
Pupils will use
the
information
and picture
from the text
to make and
state the
inference the
author is
making in the
text.

CONTENT

Making an inference involves
using what you know to make a
guess about what you don't
know or reading between the
lines.
Making inferences use the clues
in the text along with one’s own
experiences to help figure out
what is not directly said, making
the text personal and
memorable.

Defining the term inference.
Modeling everyday examples,
using listening activities.
Modeling text examples.
Explaining and discussing how
good readers make
inferences to understand
what they are reading.
Emphasizing that they will
bring their own knowledge of
events to the text, so each
inference may be unique.

To become
aware that
sequencing

Sequencing refers to the
identification of the components
of a story, such as the beginning,

Defining the term
sequencing.
Reading story.

82

RESOURCES EVALUATION
STRATEGY
Rainbow
Paired Activity
Reader Bk.4
Pg 1-3
Oral Presentation

Rainbow
Paired Activity
Reader Bk.4
Pg 46-48
Oral Presentation

Standard 4.8

helps us to
visualize what
is happening,
will happen or
when.

GRADE FIVE – COMPREHENSION
middle, and end, and also to the Identifying the parts of story.
ability to retell the events within Practice speaking aloud using
a given text in the order in which connectives.
they occurred.
Engaging readers in seeing
pictures in their mind.
Retelling story in correct
sequence.

83

Sentence
strips
Puzzles
Pictures
Worksheet
to guide
sequencing.

3

Predicting
outcomes
Predicts and
justifies what
my happen
next in stories .
Standard 4.14

For pupils to
be aware the
predictions
and outcomes
can be made
text.

Uses details to
predict
outcomes
standard 4.23

4

Retelling
Stories –
Non-Violence
Standard 4.4

For pupils to
demonstrate
the skill of
retelling
stories or story
parts.

GRADE FIVE – COMPREHENSION
Caring for the Elderly
Reading the story.
Observing the picture.
Making predictions to show
possible outcomes of the
story.
Assessing the predictions
made
Sharing real life or personal
experiences related to the
story.

Retelling
Retelling involves orally
reconstructing a story.
Retelling requires activating
knowledge of how stories work
and applying it to the new
reading. Pupils engage in
ordering and summarizing

84

Talking about personal
experiences or materials read.
Discussing what is necessary
when retelling a story.
Retelling familiar stories
together in a tag form. (one
person starts and calls the
name of another person who
continues the story.)

Fun With
Language
bk 5.pg 2

Writing short stories
to show predictions.

Fun with
Language
Bk 5 page
42

Drama

Art supplies

5

Standard 4.14
Predictions

For pupils to
understand
that

GRADE FIVE – COMPREHENSION
information and in making
Using picture clues to
inferences.
tell/retell stories.
Types of Retelling
Reading stories.
Simple retelling
Drawing one or a series of
-identify and retell the beginning, pictures to retell stories.
middle, and end of a story in
Dramatizing parts or full
order.
stories.
-describe the setting.
Making a Rainbow retelling
-identify the problem and the
bracelet. (A band with the
resolution of a problem.
following colour beads)
More complete retelling
Example of how to use the
-identify and retell events and
bracelet.
facts in a sequence.
Rainbow Retelling Stem
-make inferences to fill in missing Prompts
information.
Red- Ready to hear a retelling
-identify and retell causes of
of the story? The characters
actions or events and their
in the story are…
effects.
Orange- On to where this
Most complete retelling
story took place…
-identify and retell a sequence of Yellow- You have to hear the
actions or events.
problem in the story…
-make inferences to account for
Green- Get ready for a few
events or actions.
more details…
-offer an evaluation of the story. Blue- Better start bringing it
to a close and telling you how
the problem was solved…
Purple- Picking my favorite
party is easy, it was when…
Blue Heron
Defining skill to be assesses.

85

Rainbow
Worksheets
Reader Bk.4

predictions
can be made
about
outcomes..

GRADE FIVE – COMPREHENSION
Predicting actively engages
Observing and brainstorming
students and connects them to
the ideas of a picture about
what they read
the text.
Predicting involves thinking
ahead while reading and
anticipating information and
events in the text. After making
predictions, students can read
through the text and refine,
revise, and verify their
predictions. This resource guides
you through suggestions to help
students learn how to be
successful in their predictions.
Effective readers use pictures,
titles, headings, and text—as
well as personal experiences—to
make predictions before they
begin to read. Predicting involves
thinking ahead while reading and
anticipating information and
events in the text. After making
predictions, students can read
through the text and refine,
revise, and verify their
predictions.
The strategy of making
predictions actively engages
86

Discussing the picture to
make inferences.
Reading and discussing the
text groups to recall facts and
opinions.
Relating story to everyday
life.
Retelling the story with same
and different endings.
Predicting outcome of the
story.
Answering sentences orally
and in written form.

GRADE FIVE – COMPREHENSION
students and connects them to
the text by asking them what
they think might occur in the
story. Using the text, students
refine, revise, and verify their
thinking and predictions

WK
6

TOPIC/
SUB-TOPIC
Sequencing
Standard 4.8
The Garbage
Collectors

GENERAL
OBJECTIVES
For pupils to
become aware
that
sequencing
helps us to
visualize what
is happening,
will happen or
when.

CONTENT

GRADE FIVE - COMPREHENSION
ACTIVITIES

Unit : The Garbage Collectors
Sequencing refers to the
identification of the components
of a story, such as the beginning,
middle, and end, and also to the
ability to retell the events within
a given text in the order in which
they occurred.

87

Defining the term sequencing.
Reading story.
Discussing the story
Identifying the parts of story.
Using a story map trace the events
in story
Retelling story in correct sequence
Practice speaking aloud using
connectives.
Engaging readers in seeing pictures
in their mind.
.

RESOURCES EVALUATION
STRATEGY
Fun with
Paired
Language
Activity
Bk 5 pg. 98- Oral
100
Presentation
Pictures
Worksheet
to guide
sequencing.

GRADE FIVE - COMPREHENSION

7

Standard 4.16
The Garbage
Collectors

For pupils to
relate story
information to
real life
experiences.

Unit : The Garbage Collectors

Reading story.
Discussing the story
Identifying the parts of story.
Using a story map trace the events
in story
Sharing the part of story that
reminds you of something you did
which was similar
Noting difference between story
read and your story on the same
topic

Fun with
Language
Bk 5 pg. 98100
Pictures
Worksheet
to guide
sequencing.

Paired
Activity
Oral
Presentation

8

Standard:4.31
Cause and
Effect
Reading story
to determine
cause and
effect.

For pupils to
understand
story to
identify cause
and effect
relation.

Unit: A Folk Tale
Cause and Effect
This examines the relationship
between events, explaining how
one event or situation causes
another.
Questions that ask why
something happens determine
cause.

Defining and explaining the term
cause and effect
Role playing cause and effect
Identifying the cause and the effect.
Reading story and answering
questions.
Role playing story.
Observing role play.
Researching information.
Co-operating with each other.
Sharing experiences

Fun with
language
Bk5 pg. 94 95

Questioning
Role play
Group work
Written work
Researching

88

GRADE FIVE - COMPREHENSION
Questions that ask what happen
as a result of the cause
determine effect.
Questions
What would you have done if
you were the boy who refused
the drugs? Why?

9

Standard 4.13
Answer
comprehension
questions
based on text
independently.

For pupils to
understand
how to answer
questions
based on a
text.

UNIT: A kitchen Garden
Reading comprehension is the
ability to process text,
understand its meaning, and to
integrate with what the reader
already knows.
Fundamental skills required in
efficient reading comprehension
are knowing meaning of words,
ability to understand meaning of
a word from discourse context,
ability to follow organization of
passage and to identify
antecedents and references in it,
ability to draw inferences from a
passage about its contents,
ability to identify the main
thought of a passage, ability to
answer questions answered in a
passage, ability to recognize the
literary devices or propositional
structures used in a passage and
determine its tone, to
89

Defining skill to be assesses.
Observing and brainstorming the
ideas of a picture about the text.
Discussing the picture to make
inferences.
Reading and discussing the text
groups to recall facts and opinions.
Relating story to everyday life.
Retelling the story with same and
different endings

Fun with
Language
bk.5 pg. 8890

Worksheets
Games

10

Standard 4.11
Inferring

GRADE FIVE - COMPREHENSION
understand the situational mood
(agents, objects, temporal and
spatial reference points, casual
and intentional inflections, etc.)
conveyed for assertions,
questioning, commanding,
refraining etc. and finally ability
to determine writer's purpose,
intent and point of view, and
draw inferences about the writer
(discourse-semantics).
Pupils will use
Unit: A Kitchen Garden
Defining the term inference.
Modeling everyday examples, using
the information Making an inference involves
using what you know to make a
listening activities.
and picture
guess about what you don't
Modeling text examples.
from the text
know or reading between the
Explaining and discussing how good
to make and
lines.
readers make inferences to
state the
Making inferences use the clues
understand what they are reading.
inference the
in the text along with one’s own Emphasizing that they will bring
experiences to help figure out
their own knowledge of events to
author is
what
is
not
directly
said,
making
the text, so each inference may be
making in the
the text personal and
unique.
text.
memorable.

90

Fun with
Language
Bk 5 pg/

Paired
Activity
Oral
Presentation

GRADE FIVE - COMPREHENSION
Making a kite
Talking about kites
Reading about kite making
Observing a resource person making
a kite
Viewing pictures of kite making
activities
Writing out instructions how to
make a kite
Using instruction sheet written and
making a kite of their choice.

11

Standard 4.3
Skill:
Following
Instruction

For pupils to
develop an
appreciation
for following
instructions.

12

Standard: 6.2
Interpreting
Information

For pupils to
interpret
information/.

Interpreting Information.
Interpreting information is the
art of explain meaning, making
connections from a set of data so
that accurate understanding can
be gained.
The story of the crucifixion

Reading information card
Discussing information read.
Identifying the type of information.
Relating information gathered from
card read

Information Oral and
card
written work
Games

13
14

Assessment
Review of
Assessment
Standard:
4.33

Be able to
develop an
understanding
of what the
writer is
presenting.

Writer’s View Point
The author’s point of view
reflects his/her attitude, opinion
or beliefs about a topic.
Example

Brainstorming the headline of the
editorial/
Reading and discussing editorial.
Sharing opinion on topic.
Sharing experiences.
Answering questions.

Newspaper

15

Writer’s View
Point
Reading
editorial to
point out

Volunteering at the hospital
is
rewarding.
Teenage
volunteers deliver meals,
visit patients and run
errands.
Benefit
your
community and yourself by
volunteering today.

91

Information Oral and
card
written work
Resource
person

Brainstorming
Questioning
Reporting

GRADE FIVE - COMPREHENSION
Question: What’s the writer’s
point of view?
Answer: Volunteering benefits
both the individual and the
community

writer’s
viewpoint.

Questions
1. Relate the writer’s message
(orally).
Describe the message the writer
is putting forward briefly
(written).

WK
16

17

TOPIC/
SUB-TOPIC
Skimming
and Scanning
Standard:
6.4

GENERAL
OBJECTIVES
For pupils to
skim and scan
text for
information.

Following
Instructions

For pupils to
become aware

GRADE FIVE – COMPREHENSION
CONTENT
ACTIVITIES

RESOURCES EVALUATION
STRATEGY
Skimming means looking at Explaining the difference
Fun With
Oral Work
a text or chapter quickly in
between skimming and
Language
order to have a general idea scanning.
Book 5
of the contents.
Skimming text in specific time. Page 43
Sharing information.
Scanning means looking at
Scanning text for specific
a text to find some
information.
particular information.
Answering questions.

Instructions are given to
help understand a task.

Reading instructions
92

Sample
recipe

Group
presentation

-RECIPE
- Directions
on Medicine
Bottles and
Boxes
Standard:
6.2

18

Standard:
6.14
Making
Judgements

that
instructions
must be read
and
understand
following
instructions to
conduct task.

For pupils to
appreciate
one's opinion.
For pupils to
analyze
information
and draw

GRADE FIVE – COMPREHENSION
1. Recipe - How to make
Following instructions to
Cheese Sandwich.
perform task
Ingredients:
Looking for instructions
1 loaf bread.
before using items
1/4 lb cheese (grated).
2 table spoon
butter/mustard. 2 teaspoon
mayonnaise.
1
small wiri wiri pepper.
celery and echollote
(chopped).
Methods
1. Mix mustard, grated
cheese, butter,
mayonnaise, celery,
eshallot and pepper
together in a bowl.
2. Spread mixture onto
slices of bread and cover
each with another slice.
3. Cut diagonally and serve.
2. Directions on medicine
bottles and boxes.
3. Embroidery patterns.
Making Judgement- making Defining what a judgement is
decisions and opinions
wisely.
Reading and discussing story.
Establishing Criteria for
making Judgments
Answering and asking
Judging and evaluating
Questions.
literature requires the same
Critically reviewing story in
93

Medicine
bottles and
boxes
Actual
making of
sandwich.
Videos

Fun With
Language
Book 5 pg.
34

Practical
work.
Recipe book

conclusions.
For pupils to
participate in
discussion and
share ideas.

GRADE FIVE – COMPREHENSION
steps as evaluating
groups.
anything.
Establish criteria. Before
Drawing conclusions.
asking students to judge a
literary work, have them
Sharing real life experiences
establish what makes a
relating to topic.
story good. Be specific.
Read aloud the paragraph.
• The criteria can reflect
the individual’s
Discussing how making
preferences.
judgement about the
• Criteria should also be
character can help readers
based on a general set
evaluate the development of
of standards.
the plot.
Common standards include
Role playing the story.
plot, characters,
believability, humor, etc.
Different criteria should be
present for different
genres.
Science fiction, for example,
should have a futuristic

component as part of the
evaluation.
Naturalism should have a
component for evaluating
the ambivalence of nature.
By specifying certain criteria
for specific literary
movements and genres,
students, in turn, evaluate
94

GRADE FIVE – COMPREHENSION
types of literature while
learning about different
eras.
Water Sports
Fun With Language Book 5
pg. 34
19

Review for
Assessment

20

Assessment

WK
1

TOPIC/
SUB-TOPIC
Standard
Script
Writing

GENERAL
OBJECTIVES
To understand
and
demonstrate
the importance
of good posture
when writing.

CONTENT

GRADE FIVE – HANDWRITING
ACTIVITIES

Appreciate Setting when writing posture and position of paper
when writing.
Write names in script
E.g. Joy Jackson

Observing the posture of sitting
upright with back against the bench.
Demonstrating good sitting posture.
When writing letters and in various
sizes.

Label books/
Label diagram

2

Standard
Script

RESOURCES EVALUATION
STRATEGY
Letter
Observation
Chart.
Double line Oral Work
exercise
books.
Written work
Name
cards.

To demonstrate Correct formation of letters of the
knowledge of
alphabet in script both upper and
correct
lower case.
formation of
95

Observing correct formation of
letters.

Letter card.
Letter
Chart.

Observation
Written work

upper and
lower case
script.
3

4

5

Standard
Cursive

Standard
Cursive

Standard 5.3
Cursive
Writing

GRADE FIVE – HANDWRITING
Upper case letters are also called
Identifying and forming upper and
block letters.
lower case letters

To demonstrate Correct formation of letters of the
the correct
alphabet in cursive both upper
formation of all and lower case.
upper and
lower case
letters

To become
aware of the
correct use of
upper and
lower case
letters.

To create an
awareness for
appropriate
spacing

Correct use of upper case letters
to begin proper nouns

Observing correct formation of
letters in cursive.
Forming upper and lower case
letters in cursive.

Differentiating between upper and
lower case letters.
Practicing letter formation of upper
and lower case cursive letters

The use of appropriate spacing
between letters and words

Observing the spacing between
letters and words.
Explaining the importance of spacing
between letters and words.
Writing letters and words with the
appropriate spacing.
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Double line
exercise
books.
Letter
Observation
Chartcursive
Written work
Vere Foster
Copywriting
Book 1
Questioning
Double
lineexercise
book
Letter
Chartcursive

Observation
Written work

Vere Foster
Copywriting Questioning
Book 1
Double line
exercise
books
Writing
Chart

Discussion

Vere Foster
Copywriting Written work
Book

GRADE FIVE – HANDWRITING

6

Standard 5.3
Cursive
Writing

7

Standard 5.3
Cursive
Writing

8

Standard
Cursive
Writing

9

Standard
The use of
Block Letters

between letters
and words.
To value the
Neat and legible writing using
importance of
upper and lower case letters.
neat legible
cursive writing.

1
Cursive
Writing
Forming letters neatly and legibly.

Observing formation of cursive
letters.

Writing
Chart

Observation
Task
completion

Vere Foster
Copywriting
Book 1
Writing
Observation
Chart
Task
Vere Foster completion
Copywriting
Book
1

To produce
legible and
fluent cursive
writing

Legible and fluent writing at an
acceptable speed

To develop an
appreciation
for neat
attractive
cursive writing.

Develop a sense of pride in
presenting neat and standard
written work.

Observing letter formation.
Identifying and discussing neat
attractive cursive writing.
Producing neat and attractive cursive
writing.

Letter
Observation
Chart
Oral work
Vere Foster Written work
Copywriting
Book
1

To create an
awareness and
appreciation
for the correct
use of block
letters.

The use of Block Letters
titles of -books, films
filling of forms
labeling of charts

Observing the use of block letters on
charts, books etc.
Explaining the use of block letters
through demonstration.
Using block letters to label charts, fill
forms etc.

Samples of
labels and
forms with
block
letters

Writing cursive letters with a
continuous flow.
Participating in class handwriting
Competitions.

Letter Chart
97

Observation
Discussion
Questioning

10

11

12

13
14

GRADE FIVE – HANDWRITING
Standard
To understand
Uses of block letters.
Observing block letters
Script
Brainstorming the uses of block
the uses of
Block letters block letters.
Designing post cards and posters. letters.
Demonstrating the uses of block
letters.
Completing given tasks using block
letters.
Standard
To illustrate the Correct practices when labeling :
Observing and demonstrating how to
Script and
correct
Diagrams
label diagrams.
Cursive
practices in
Posters
Discussing the reasons for
script when
Writing all cursive upper and
appropriate labeling of diagrams.
labeling
lowercase letters
Labeling given diagrams.
diagrams.
Writing given exercises in cursive.
To demonstrate
good
penmanship
Standard
To determine
Revision of letters most frequently Observing letters that are generally
Review of
miswritten.
and modify the miswritten in cursive, script and
block letters.
Forming letters of difficulty
cursive script areas of
accurately.
and block
difficulty in
letters
letter
formation.
Assessment
Review of
Assessment

98

Letter Chart Observation
Diagrams

Discussion
Task
completion

Letter Chart Vere Foster
Copywriting
Diagrams
Book
1

Letter Chart Feedback
sessions
Written work

WK
15

TOPIC/
SUB-TOPIC
Script
Writing
Standard
5.3&5.4

16

Script
Writing
Standard
5.3&5.4

17

Cursive
Writing
Standard
5.3&5.4

GENERAL
OBJECTIVES
To
demonstrate
knowledge of
the correct
formation of
script letters in
upper and
lower case.
To
demonstrate
knowledge of
the correct
formation of
script letters in
upper and
lower case.
To develop the
correct
formation of
upper and
lower case
cursive letters
using the
correct
spacing.

GRADE FIVE – HANDWRITING
CONTENT
ACTIVITIES

RESOURCES EVALUATION
STRATEGY
Vere Foster Discussion
Copy
Written work
Writing
Book 1
Letter chart
(Script)

Correct formation of letters
of the alphabet in upper
and lower case.

Observing correct formation
and letters.
Identifying letters on letter
chart. Writing words and
sentences.

Correct formation of letters
of the alphabet in upper
and lower case.
Write sentences in script.

Observing correct formation of
letters.
Identifying letters on letter
chart
Writing sentences.

Vere Foster Observation
Copy
Written
Writing
Work
Book 1
Letter Chart
(Script)

Formation of upper and
lower case cursive letters.

Observing formation of letters.
Forming letters in the air.
Writing letters in double lined
exercise books.

Vere Foster
Copy
Writing
Book 2
Double
lined
exercise
books
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Oral work
Written work

18

Cursive
Writing
Standard
5.3&5.4

19

Review for
Assessment

20

Assessment

WK
15

16

TOPIC/
SUB-TOPIC
Haiku
Standard
6.19

Haiku

To develop
formation of
upper and
lower case
letters in
cursive using
the correct
spacing and
fluency when
writing.

GENERAL
OBJECTIVES
To encourage
pupils to
become
familiar with a
variety of
haiku poems.
To expose
pupils to the

GRADE FIVE – HANDWRITING
Formation of upper and
Observing formation of letters.
lower case letters in cursive. Forming letters in the air.
Writing letters in double lined
exercise books.

CONTENT

GRADE FIVE – POETRY
ACTIVITIES

Haiku poems are very short
poems consisting of about
11syllables in three lines.
e.g. Jack be nimble….

Discussing haiku poems.

Composition of haiku
poems.

Writing/ composing haiku
poems.

Reciting poem

100

Vere Foster
Copy
Writing
Book 2
Double
lined
exercise
books

Observation
Written work

RESOURCES EVALUATION
STRATEGY
Sample
Oral work
poems
Research
Computer

Sample
poem

Written work

GRADE FIVE – POETRY
Standard
6.19
17

18

19
20

Limerick
Standard
6.19

composition of
haiku poems.

To develop an
appreciation
and love for
limerick
poems.
ThemeTo understand
Story line
the purpose of
Standard 4.6 the theme of a
poem.

Group work

Limerick poem is a
nonsense poem with five
lines.
Poem
e.g. An Old Lady

Discussing and reciting
limerick poems.

Nelson’s
Oral work
Key Reader.
Bk. 4 pg. 1

The Butterfly by William
Wordsworth
The theme of a poem tells
about the subject of the
poem.

Discussing the poem to
identify its theme

Rainbow
Readers Bk
3 pg. 67

Review for
Assessment
Assessment
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Oral
questioning

